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hat if I told you that you don’t need to quit
your job, divorce your partner, throw the
kids on the street and sell your home to
have an adventure on two wheels? What
if I told you that it’s perfectly acceptable
to be a ‘weekend warrior’? And heck, what if I told you that
some of the best riding I’ve ever experienced can be found on
this little island in the North Atlantic that we call home?
Sure, you might think I’m telling porkies and clearly trying
to promote a guide to motorcycling in Britain, but let me tell
you this; the UK is a remarkable place fi lled to the brim with
exciting history, majestic landscapes, and some of the most
enjoyable motorcycling roads you can ever have the pleasure
to ride. And the best part about it? It’s all easily accessible, and
we’ve compiled and detailed over 25 epic routes that you can
go and do this weekend.
In this 96-page guide, we’ve brought together a collection of
rides from around the United Kingdom that we’ve researched,
ridden and documented ourselves. We start off with a collection of routes over the three highest passes in each of the four

countries of the UK, before detailing a series of six weekend-long rides that can be pieced together to form an epic
circumnavigation of England and Wales.
From there, we set out to discover just how wonderful the
UK’s scenic areas are, with a collection of Adventure Bike
Rider and TomTom Discovery Routes. These one to two-day
journeys will showcase the most iconic roads, beautiful views,
and interesting attractions around.
For each ride, we’ve included a list of SatNav waypoints
that’ll allow you to follow the route exactly how we intended
it to be done. Better still, you’ll also fi nd links to downloadable gpx. fi les that are yours for free, so that you can stick
them in your SatNav and forgo the hassle of thumbing in a new
destination every couple of miles.
Each one of these rides will be the ideal way to spend a
weekend, so dive on in and start building your own motorcycling bucket list. And don’t forget, use code TTRIDER19 for
20% off your TomTom Rider 550.

Bryn Davies
Editor
Adventure Bike Rider
www.tomtom.com/rider
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W

hen TomTom first launched the ‘Highest
Roads’ feature of the Rider SatNav (way back
in 2015 with the Rider 400), the company
approached ABR with a simple vision; ‘We
want to offer riders inspiring ideas and challenges to help them get the most enjoyment out of their time on two
wheels’, we were told, which was something that was wholeheartedly supported.
Our first thought was to look over the Channel for little-known destinations, incredible scenery and the best roads
Europe had to offer. We started with the obvious – the highest
Alpine passes, and moved onto the more obscure – the best
European islands. Then someone asked the question, ‘by the way,
what’s the highest pass in Britain?'
The idea developed. ‘What about a guide to the three highest
passes in England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland?’ What
TomTom and we liked about this idea was that it also coincided with
the then new ‘Highest Roads’ feature on the TomTom Rider 400
(which has since been replaced by the TomTom Rider 550), where
you can select a destination and then tell the device to take you
there via the highest route. Perfect.
We searched the net, consulted OS maps and the list was made.
What wasn’t surprising was that the passes were where we guessed
they’d be – in the mountainous areas of Britain. But they were not
so easy to find, especially those in Northern Ireland, where internet
searches offered no or limited answers.
In time, the list was compiled and plotted on a map, and whether
you want to tick them off one by one or head out on a multi-day
round Britain tour to knock them off in one hit, you’re in for a treat
with the TomTom Guide to the Highest Roads in Britain.

www.tomtom.com/rider
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WAL E S’S HIGHEST ROADS

The highest pass in Wales:

Gospel
Pass, 549m

I

'd have bet money on the highest passes in Wales being
up north in the Snowdonia National Park, but it's the
Black Mountains and Brecon Beacons in South Wales
where you'll fi nd the rarest altitude.
Unfortunately, the old Roman Road known as the
Gap Road, which tops out at 599m between the highest peaks
of the Beacons, is no longer legal to ride, but Gospel Pass at the
western end of the Black Mountains makes up for the disappointment.
Starting off in Llanvihangel Crucorney, where you'll fi nd the
oldest inn in Wales, the singletrack road heads north through
the beautiful Vale of Ewyas following the Afon Honddu river.
Th is is surely one of the fi nest stretches of scenic road in the
country as you head up the steep sided valley with the road
becoming progressively narrower and the hedges higher.
At the midway point you'll fi nd the ruins of Llanthony Priory
where you can stop and take in the history and refreshments at
the café. Continuing north from the priory, the road is a treat
if not a little dangerous with blind singletrack corners where
any oncoming traffic is not visible until the last moment and
passing places, even for motorcycles, are at a premium.
After the small village of Capel-y-Ffi n the incline increases,
and you leave the lower wooded stretches and enter high moorland with the pass in view at the head of the valley. The view
from the pass is stunning as it extends into Mid Wales and the
Welsh Marches whilst way down in the valley you can pick out
the world-famous town of Hay-on-Wye.
The run down to Hay-on-Wye is just as entertaining, fi rst
traversing the northern flanks of Hay Bluff (677m) where you'll
cross the Offa's Dyke Path followed by high moorland with wild
ponies grazing at the side of the road. The road then steepens
and closes in as it descends and once again care needs to be
taken for oncoming traffic.
Hay-on-Wye is famous for book shops and the annual Hay
Festival which is one of the top literary festivals in the world. It's
a great place to stop for refreshments and for a mooch around the
town discovering all those books you thought you'd never want.
If you're into off-road riding stay an extra day; The Begwns
just to the north of Hay, are criss-crossed with green lanes.

 The

facts

Start and finish points: Llanvihangel Crucorney; Hay-on-Wye
Height: 549m
Incline: No real steep bits but very narrow approach roads
Length: 18 miles

www.tomtom.com/rider
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The second highest pass in Wales:

P

Bwlch-yGroes, 545m

lacing Bala as the start point for the Bwlch-yGroes means that you can ride up the Cwm Hirnant, one of the best high valley rides in Wales,
before dropping down to Lake Vyrnwy and the
start of the single track up to the second highest
pass in Wales, Bwlch-y-Groes.
Three roads converge just below the summit of the pass;
from Dinas Mawddwy in the south, Llanuwchllyn in the
north and the lake road from the west. Whichever road you
use you'll not be disappointed; the steep sided valley scenery
is simply stunning in all directions.

10
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Originally a pilgrim route linking north and south west
Wales, Bwlch-y-Groes (Pass of the Cross) is also known as
Hellfire Pass and was used by the old Austin Motor Company
and motorcycle manufacturers Triumph and BSA as a testing
ground for new cars and bikes.
From Lake Vyrnwy the singletrack starts at the westernmost point of the lake riding up from the Eunant Fawr valley
onto moorland where the views open out to include the Afon
Dyfi valley and the steep-sided scree slopes of Graig y Pant.
It's well worth taking a diversion down the steep road into
the valley before heading back up the pass to Llanuwchllyn.

 The

facts

Start and finish points: Bala; Llanuwchllyn
Height: 545m
Incline: Moderate single track with loose gravel in paths
Length: 26 miles

WAL E S’S HIGHEST ROADS

The third highest pass in Wales:

T

Dol-yMoch, 531m

his is a little gem of a road. Having spent the best
part of 30 years visiting the Snowdonia National
Park as a hiker, mountain biker and motorcycle
rider I have to confess that I only discovered the
Dol-y-Moch single track pass when researching
for this feature. If nothing else, this only goes to show there's
so much in our own back yard just waiting to be discovered.
Starting off from Llanuwchllyn, to the south of Bala Lake,
a single-track road heads up the Afon Lliw valley into what
must be one of the least visited parts of the National Park. The
road is gated in parts as it raises up to open land and sheep

grazing country – keep a careful eye out for the woolybacks,
they were in suicide mode when we rode through.
The view to the north is dominated by Arenig Fawr (854m)
and Moel Llyfnant (751m) until you reach the high point where
the dramatic ridge line of The Rhinogs come into view. The
drop down west takes you over the old Roman Road of Sarn
Helen and to the mountain bike park at Coed y Brenin, where
motorcyclists can take on a few legal green lanes.

 The

facts

Start and finish points: Llanuwchllyn; Bronaber
Height: 531m
Incline: Moderate single track with gates
Length: 12 miles

www.tomtom.com/rider
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The Highest Pass in England:

Langdon
Fell, 627m

W

hat have the Romans ever done for us?
Well, they did build High Street, the Roman Road in the Lake District which is also
the highest recorded 'pass' in the UK, topping out at 815m at its summit. However,
High Street has long been off limits to motorised vehicles and
is the domain of walkers, so we have to drop down to 674m for
Grasshill Causeway to fi nd the highest legal pass for motorcycles in England.
Grasshill Causeway is, for the most part, tarmac on it's
northern approach, though the fi nal run up to the summit,
and all of the southern slope, is rough, rocky trail better
described as a green lane rather than what most people would
consider a road.
For the highest all-tarmac pass we have to descend further
to 627m and Langdon Fell, otherwise known as Harthope Moss
and sometimes Chapel Fell, where we also fi nd a little controversy. Depending on who and what you consult, Langdon Fell is
sometimes quoted as being joint highest pass in England, sharing the accolade with nearby Killhope Cross. Statos have been
known to come to blows over the matter but, having used a GPS
at the apex of both, we're declaring Langdon as the highest at
627m and Killhope second at 623m. Let the debate commence.
Langdon Fell is a minor road which connects the A689 at
St John's Chapel in the upper Weardale Valley with the B6277
near Langdon Beck in the upper Teesdale Valley. The road itself
is only 5.3 miles in length but fortunately for riders, travelling
to Langdon Fell involves riding through the North Pennines
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, one of the most scenic
areas of England.
Designated an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty in 1988,
the North Pennine uplands are essentially high moorland
scarred by deep dales (valleys) which contain rare Arctic alpine
plants. These are remnants of the period post the last ice age
when the region would have been Arctic tundra similar to that
found in northern Scandinavia today.
Nearby highlights include a visit to High Force, a waterfall on
the River Tees, near Middleton in Teesdale with a drop of 22m,
and Cauldron Snout, a cataract of 180m which is said to be the
longest waterfall in England.

 The

facts

Start and finish points: St John's Chapel; Langdon Beck
Height: 627m
Incline: Moderate on south side, a little steep to the north
Length: Five miles

www.tomtom.com/rider
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The second highest pass in England:

T

Killhope
Cross, 623m

here may be some debate about which the highest pass in England is, with some claiming a tie
between Killhope Cross and Langdon Fell at 627m.
What is not contested is that Killhope Cross is the
highest section of A road in England with the A689,
from Hartlepool to Carlisle, topping out on Killhope, which also
forms the boundary of County Durham and Cumbria.
With the Langdon Fell pass just 10 miles to the east and
third place Black Hill (609m) a few miles to the north west,
knocking off the three highest passes in England can be done
in short order however, it's exploring the wild open moors,

14
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scenic dales and charming villages of the region which will
have most appeal.
Visitors to the area may be surprised to know that the Weardale and nearby Teesdale valleys were once the centre for lead
mining in the UK. The hills, moors and valleys are littered with
old shafts, quarries and works, none more so than Killhope,
where you'll find the North of England Lead Mining Museum between Killhope Cross and the nearby village of Cowshill. Closed
in 1910, the mine was briefly reopened in 1916 during the First
World War, and was reconstructed in the 1980s for public access.

 The

facts

Start and finish points: Nenthead; Cowshill
Height: 623m
Incline: Moderate A road on both sides
Length: Five miles

E NGL AND’S HIGHEST ROADS

The third highest pass in England:

B

Black Hill,
609m

lack Hill overlooks the village of Nenthead and is
a border marker between Cumbria and Northumbria. The pass can be reached by either a tarmac
road or a green lane starting from Nenthead or a
combination of both - the green lane is easy going
and big-bike-friendly.
Once again, we fi nd ourselves in the North Pennine Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty and close to what once was
a major mining area. Nenthead was one of the earliest purpose-built industrial villages dating back to the mid 18th
Century when lead and silver mining took hold. Nenthead also

claimed to be the highest village in England, topping out at
457m, but is surprisingly overlooked by the village of Flash in
Staffordshire which stands at the heady height of (462m).
If travelling on the A689 from Alston, to fi nd the Black Hill
pass you'll need to ride through Nenthead and then take the
fi rst left turn after leaving the village. The high spot is about
a mile up this road which continues to Coalcleugh and onto
Allenheads.
Once again, you really can't take a bad road around this area
and discovering the scenery and villages is a pleasure.

 The

facts

Start and finish points: Nenthead; Allenheads
Height: 609m
Incline: Moderate. The green lane option is steeper
Length: Seven miles

www.tomtom.com/rider
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The Highest Pass in Scotland:

T

The Cairnwell, 670m

he Cairnwell Pass (Scottish Gaelic: Càrn a' Bhailg)
is a mountain pass on the A93 road between
Glenshee and Braemar in the Cairngorms National Park. It's such a spectacular route through
some of the most dramatic scenery in the British
Isles that it has become a regular location for new motorcycle
launches and photoshoots.
The pass signifies the border between the two counties of
Aberdeenshire and Perthshire, and at its apex is the highest legal
through road in the British Isles. There are two higher passes,
the Corrieyairack Pass (770m) and the Loch Builg Road (729m),
though both are subject to Scottish access law and are closed to
motorised vehicles.
Historically, the Cairnwell Pass was a drover's route from
the Lowlands to the Highlands. It became a 'road' during the
1700s as part of the extensive military road building exercise to
allow the government to deploy forces rapidly to locations in the
Highlands if there was a Jacobite rebellion. The pass is now best
known as being the home of Scotland's largest and oldest ski
centre – The Glenshee Ski Centre.
A mile south of the apex is the Devil's Elbow, a once notorious
double-hairpin bend with an often-quoted gradient of 33% (1 in
3). The reality was more prosaic, being 17% (1 in 6). The modern
road bypasses the old hairpin bends, but the old road still exists,
and its route can be picked out.
From Perth in the south you follow the A93 north through
Bridge of Cally and the Spittal of Glenshee at the southern extent
of the Cairngorms National Park. From the Spittal the views
become increasingly spectacular as you head up the valley to
the Cairnwell pass and on to Braemar. From Braemar the natural
extension is to head north to the A939 and The Lecht, the second
highest pass in Scotland and the British Isles.
The Cairngorms National Park is the largest national park in the
UK, containing a large section of the Grampian Mountain range
and the Cairngorms themselves, which start to the north of Braemar. Whilst there are no roads through the Caringorms, if you're
into hiking it's worth making the effort to trek up on the plateau
which is said to be the last surviving area of Britain that can be
termed Arctic Tundra. This is high and wild country at its best.

 The

facts

Start and finish points: Spittal of Glenshee; Braemar
Height: 670m
Incline: Easy going
Length: 15 miles

www.tomtom.com/rider
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The second highest pass in Scotland:

T

The Lecht,
635m

here's a lot packed into the 31 miles from Braemar
in the south of the Caringorms National Park to
Tomintoul in the north via the Lecht pass. Nine
miles out of Braemar on the A93 you'll come across
Balmoral Castle and the visitor centre. It's a worthwhile refreshment stop, even for committed republicans.
From Balmoral take the B976 to join the A939 and prepare
yourself for a treat. The A939, as it raises through the twisties
out of Cock Bridge and follows the perfect line up the crest of
a prominent ridge dropping down from Meikle Corr Riabhach
(779m), is one of the most stunning rides in Britain. Th is sec-

18
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tion of road compels you to open the throttle, but I'm always
too busy taking in the scenery to engage with any speed.
Next up comes a steep-sided valley and the Lecht Ski Centre
with tows to either side of the road and a further seven miles
on you'll fi nd yourself in Tomintoul, which at 345m is said to
be the highest village in the Highlands though it's probably
more famous for its whisky – the Glenlivet Estate is nearby.
The magnificent A939 through Lecht is another strip of tarmac following one of the historic military roads.

 The

facts

Start and finish points: Braemar; Tomintoul
Height: 635m
Incline: Moderate A road on both sides
Length: 31 miles

S COTL AND’S HIGHEST ROADS

The third highest pass in Scotland:

T

Bealach na
BÀ, 626m

he Bealach na Bà, far better known as 'The Road
to Applecross', is a dramatic mountain road that
takes you to the village of Applecross, a small
settlement on the west coast of Scotland and a
mecca for motorcycle riders.
The pass itself is one of the best 'Alpine' stretches of road
in the British Isles but, when combined with the ride to the
start and away from the village of Applecross, it compares
with the best rides found anywhere in the world. Put simply,
a motorcycle tour up the west coast of Scotland is a must.
From the junction at Tornapress the road overlooks Loch

Kishorn before turning west to ascend the dramatic, steep
and rocky slopes of Coire na Bà. It tops out with a series of
tight, steep bends just before the apex of the Bealach na Bà.
The singletrack down to Applecross is scenic throughout
with views across the water to the Isles of Raasay and Skye.
Steep in parts and narrow throughout, care needs to be taken, especially with oncoming traffic. From sea level to 626m
the road boasts the greatest ascent of any road climb in the
British Isles.
A visit to the Applecross Inn and a tour of the peninsular to
Torridon are must dos.

 The

facts

Start and finish points: Tornapress; Applecross
Height: 626m
Incline: Steep in parts, narrow singletrack
Length: 11 miles

www.tomtom.com/rider
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N O RTH ER N I R E LA N D’S HIG HE ST ROA D S

The highest pass in Northern Ireland:

Spelga Dam,
Mourne
Mountains, 365m

M

ost visitors to Ireland think that the water
supply falls out of the sky, but we have to
collect it somewhere in case the Guinness
runs out, and in 1894 the burghers of Belfast
had the idea of building Spelga Dam to supply
the capital with water. Builders being what they are, construction fi nally began nearly 60 years later in in 1953, and today the
result is a serene and lonely lake which is home to wild trout.
It and the dam are also the end point of a choice of lovely rides up from the coast road, which in itself is a great run
south from Belfast through the seaside resort of Newcastle,
with its grand Victorian era Slieve Donard Hotel, which has an
excellent spa if you fancy a treat. If you’re feeling peckish, stay
on the coast road to Annalong, where The Galley does among
the best fi sh and chips in Northern Ireland.
If you aren’t, then just double back a couple of miles to the
Quarter Road and turn inland as suggested. After that, you’re
on an upsy-downsy B road past little white cottages with

20
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signs outside offering the giddy delights of duck eggs for sale,
and sheep grazing in pocket handkerchief fields bounded by
dry stone walls, then past the Silent Valley, another reservoir
which is a lovely spot for a picnic.
You can either take the way I’ve suggested inland, or for
more sweeping and faster A roads through the mountains
from the coast, just past Dundrum follow the signs for Bryansford, with a potential two-mile side trip to Castlewellan,
which has excellent gardens and a maze.
Either way, when you get to the dam and the lake formed by
it, downhill from the main road you’ll see the old road which
ran through the now drowned valley, spookily ending at the
water’s edge.
Behind the dam you’ll fi nd the Magic Hill, where a bike or
car left in neutral will appear to run uphill. Scientists will tell
you that this is an optical illusion caused by the lie of the land,
but locals know the truth. It’s the fairies. Either way, it’s a
great way to save fuel.
After you leave, you can then take one of the roads back
to the coast or continue on to Hilltown and Newry down a
well-surfaced road with nice twisties, especially if you’re
heading south via Dublin to the Sally Gap, the highest pass in
the Republic of Ireland.

 The

facts

Start and finish points: Starting in Newcastle, ride south on the A2
coast road, after seven miles turn left on the Quarter Road just before
Annalong and follow the signs for Silent Valley and Spelga Dam.
Height: 365m
Incline: From sea level, but fairly gentle
Length: 12 miles from A2 coast road

NORTHE RN IRE L AND’S HIGHEST ROADS

The second highest pass in
Northern Ireland:

Glenshane
Pass, 288m

I

f you’re looking for twisties, look elsewhere: the Glenshane
Pass has just one sweeping corner, but it makes up for that
with great views to the west of ancient white farmhouses,
emerald meadows, shadowy woods and grazing sheep, and
to the east the glittering expanse of Lough Neagh and the
Sperrin Mountains beyond.
It’s named after Shane Crossagh Ó Maoláin, a notorious highwayman, who roamed there in the late 17th century. However,
these days, it’s a peaceful scene, and best of all, at the top of it
you’ll find the Ponderosa which, at 288m above sea level, is the
highest pub and restaurant in Ireland.
There’s been a pub here since 1858, but its current name comes
from the Seventies TV series Bonanza. Best of all, it’s been recently
gutted and refurbished by new owner Karl McErlean, a keen biker
local boy made good.
Apart from the Ponderosa, if you’re heading on to Derry, stay in
the beautifully restored and friendly Saddler’s House or Merchant’s House and treat yourself to dinner in the brilliant Brown’s.

 The

facts

The third highest pass in
Northern Ireland

A

Skerry West
Road, 278m

n inland diversion from the fabulous Causeway
Coastal Route between Belfast and the Giant’s
Causeway, the Skerry West Road takes you up
through Glenariff, the so-called Queen of the
nine glens (valleys) of Antrim, through the lovely Glenariff Forest Park.
Once you’re there, you can continue on a gravel road to a
heady height of almost 365m, but either way, the coastal views
from this vantage point are glorious. After six miles, it's well
worth stopping at Glenariff Forest Park to take the scenic Waterfall Walk through forest glades and past splashing falls.
No tour of Northern Ireland would be complete without a ride
along the Causeway Coastal Route, a 120-mile long route along the
gorgeous Northern Ireland coast which links the spectacular Wild
Atlantic Way of the Republic of Ireland with the Mourne Scenic
Route, so make a day or two of it and factor this into your itinerary.

 The

facts

Start and finish points: Maghera; Dungiven

Start and finish points: Start at Waterfoot, take the A43 inland.
After 10 miles, turn right on Crommelin Hill then Omerbane Road.

Height: 288m

Height: 278m

Incline: Gentle

Incline: Gentle, from sea level at Waterfoot

Length: 13 miles

Length: 11 miles from Waterfoot on the A2 Causeway Coastal Route
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EXPLORE TOMTOM ROAD TRIPS
Get on the road with the world’s best routes available
exclusively to sync to your Rider 550. Curated in cooperation
with our motorcycling partners, you can ride from winding
coastal roads to breath taking mountain climbs.
Start your adventure on: roadtrips.tomtom.com

PERSONALISE YOUR ROUTE
Use TomTom MyDrive website and app to plan and edit your
perfect ride. Find and book the best places to eat and stay with
TripAdvisor reviews, and add them to your route. Sync them
over Wi-Fi® to your device, then just ride.
Plan your route on mydrive.tomtom.com
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North England, p50

North-West, p56

East England, p44

Wales, p26

South & South-East, p38
South-West, p32

N

ot long after we created the TomTom Guide to the
Highest Roads in Britain, we knew we were on
to something. By creating routes that focussed
on more than just riding roads that would let you
go fast, we enabled people to explore the areas of
the UK that they wouldn’t normally travel to, and this mindset
followed over to our Discover Britain series of routes in which we
proposed something pretty special.
While we wanted to tap into the feeling of adventure that riding
Britain’s highest roads brought to the table, we also wanted to
give people something that’d feel like a great accomplishment.
Something that they could put into their diary and aim to tick
off, and so we decided to plot out a circumnavigation of England
and Wales, but rather than just give you one huge route that was
thousands of miles long, we split it down into six two to three-day
routes that’d each be easily doable over a weekend.
You see, we realise that you have commitments, a job, a
family, bills that need to be paid etc. and holiday allowance is
often stretched at the best of times. So, we created these routes
to be weekend rides, focussed on exploring the coastal areas of
the UK, giving you the feeling of adventure without the need to
leave the UK.
Over the course of a year, we started in Wales and worked our
way around the coast, ticking off the south west, the south and
south east, the east, the north, and the north west as we went.
Having been editor of Adventure Bike Rider for close to four
years now, I often think about the rides that stand out to me,
placing them all on a mental leaderboard in my head. In terms of
sheer enjoyment, and a sense of awe that came from discovering
so much about England and Wales, these Discover Britain rides are
some of my favourites.
www.tomtom.com/rider
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Weekend Ride:

Wales

I

n part one of our circumnavigation of England and Wales,
we take you on a delightful ride through Wales, from one
end to the other. While most of the routes in this series
will take you on the coastal routes of the UK, this particular one sticks mainly inland, where you’ll find the best
scenery and most exciting roads to ride.
We start our ride at the Miskin Manor in Rhondda Cynon Taff,
a wonderful Victorian manor that’ll act as ideal lodging on the
night before. From here, we head north, riding through the old
mining towns of the valleys of South Wales before riding the
Rhigos Road, an exciting mountain road that affords you spectacular views (and an ice cream) from its summit. Further north
we go, heading into the scenic Brecon Beacons and Sennybridge.
From here on, the riding is superb, with a mix of fast-flowing
and slower single-track roads to keep you entertained. It’s not
long before you tackle one of the UK’s hidden gems, the Devil’s
Staircase, a steep, zig-zagging road in the heart of Mid-Wales.
An overnight stop in the seaside town of Aberystwyth will
allow you to rejuvenate and catch some rest before an incredible ride along the best roads of Snowdonia National Park the
following day.
Continuing north we hug the coast past Barmouth before
nipping inland to get our first taste of the mountain roads of
Snowdonia. We then head out to the town of Portmeirion with
its Italian inspired architecture, before once again diving into
Snowdonia to ride past one of the most recognisable and iconic
mountains in Britain, Tryfan.
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Llandudno

the route

Bangor

Plug the waypoints below into your SatNav and
you’ll follow, as near as dammit, the Adventure Bike
Rider and TomTom Wales Weekender route. If you’d
rather download a gpx. file of the whole route, head
to www.bit.ly/WalesWeekender where you'll find the
relevant files, including a north to south alternative.

13 BETHESDA
12 LLANBERIS
CAPEL CURIG 14

15 BETWS-Y-COED

1.

Wrexham

11 BEDDGELERT
10 PORTMEIRION

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Y Bala

Miskin Manor
(CF72 8ND)
Tonypandy
Treherbert
Penderyn
Brecon
Beulah
Abergwesen
(LD5 4TR)

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Aberystwyth
Barmouth
Portmeirion
Beddgelert
Llanberis
Bethesda
Capel Curig
Betws-y-Coed

Dolgellau

BARMOUTH 9

Welshpool
Machynlleth

Newtown

8 ABERYSTWYTH

Rhayader

Worcester

ABERGWESEN 7

Builth Wells

6 BEULAH

Hereford
Llandovery

5 BRECON
Llandeilo
Gloucester

Abergavenny

PENDERYN 4

Merthyr Tydfil

TREHERBERT 3
Cwmbran

Swansea
Port Talbot

2 TONYPANDY
Newport

MISKIN MANOR 1
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See:

Rhondda
Valley

Our route heads north on the A4119 into the Rhondda Valley.
Prior to 1851 there were only 951 people living in this region, and
by 1921 this had risen to 162,729. The single reason for this huge
increase was coal. The Rhondda played a significant part in the
Industrial Revolution where at the turn of the 19th century there
were over 100 coal pits in operation.
Not so long back, the Rhondda hillsides were more black than
green, but following large scale landscaping and regeneration, the
steep sided glacial cut valleys display grand natural beauty with
little to remind of their past industrialisation.

See:

Tryfan

While it may not be the highest mountain
in Britain, or indeed Wales, Tryfan is certainly
one of the most recognisable. With its trademark shark fin ridge, Tryfan rises to 917m from the side of the A5
which skirts the mountain’s northern ridge.
Tryfan holds the unique title of being the only mountain on
mainland Britain that you cannot walk to the summit of, with each
approach to the apex requiring you to either scramble or rock climb.
Visible from the road below, on the mountain’s crest sit the twin
monoliths of Adam and Eve. It’s an extraordinary feat of nature as to
how these three-metre high rocks were placed so perfectly, though
to stand on Adam and make the 1.2 metre jump to Eve is said to
grant you the ‘Freedom of Tryfan’.

www.tomtom.com/rider
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Discover:

Portmeirion

After riding up the coast of west Wales, as
you first catch a glimpse of Portmeirion you’d
be forgiven for thinking that you’ve ridden
through some sort of portal and been deposited somewhere in the
Italian Riviera. Designed and built by Sir Clough Williams-Ellis,
this tourist town has been sculpted and arranged to pay tribute
to the atmosphere and architecture of the Mediterranean. Fans of
the hit 1960s TV show, The Prisoner, will recognise the streets and
buildings of Portmeirion as being those of ‘the village’, and each
year a Prisoner fan convention is held in the town. Portmeirion is
the perfect place to stop for lunch on the second day of our Welsh
weekender, where you can take in the stunning views of the estuary of River Dwyryd and the surrounding mountains.
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Discover:

Penderyn
Distillery

As you drop down from the excitement of Rhigos Road, a short
ride up the A4059 will bring you through the centre of Penderyn
and past the doorstep of Wales’s only distillery. Whether you’re
a whisky drinker or not, a stop off at the distillery is a must,
where Penderyn produces a range of three single malt whiskys,
all of them award winning and with their own charms. We were
surprised to walk through the entrance and hear a thick Scottish
accent on the other side of the counter, “someone had to teach the
Welsh how to make whisky,” he retorted when questioned about
the heritage of the distillery.

DISCOVER B RITAIN

Ride:

Sennybridge

As you ride through the town of Brecon you
exit the Beacons and enter the vast emptiness
that is Mid Wales. While the roads so far have
been fantastic, they don’t compare to the B4519, a B road that takes
you through the Ministry of Defence owned Sennybridge Training
Area. This deserted road snakes its way through remote, rugged
and awe-inspiring scenery for the first few miles before you round
a corner and, for as far as the eye can see, untouched Mid Walian
beauty spreads itself out before you, begging to be explored. You
can trace the route of the road off to the distance and all you want
to do is ride. Twisting and turning through grasslands and wooded
areas there’s not much to distract you other than the occasional
suicidal sheep, so make sure you keep your wits about you.

RIDE:

Devil's
Staircase

Throughout Mid Wales there are many hidden valleys and roads
that make for some spectacular riding. None more-so than the
Devil’s Staircase. This gem is easy to miss though it’s well worth
the time it takes to find and ride it. To make life easier, plug the
postcode LD5 4TR into your SatNav. The road starts off innocent
enough, following the Irfon river up a secluded and empty valley.
Continuing on the single-track road you’ll round a bend and then
see the staircase zig-zagging its way up the side of the mountain. If
you want Alpine-style hairpins, this is the road for you. From the
Devil’s Staircase to Aberystwyth the riding is incredible.

www.tomtom.com/rider
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Weekend Ride:

South West
England

W

e recommend commencing this ride on a Friday evening, making your way to Minehead
after work and staying in Lynmouth on your
first night. This then allows a full second day
to enjoy what can only be described as one of
the most thrilling and rewarding days of riding I have ever experienced, as you explore the tiny and characterful seaside towns of the
north Devon and Cornwall Coasts. Every now and then you’ll see
that we’ve highlighted a specific road to ride (trust us, you won’t
be disappointed), location to explore, or stunning view to see. On
reaching Land’s End towards the end of the first day it’s only a
short ride to our second overnight stop in Penzance.
Day two will see you traversing the more populated and built-up
South Coast before reaching the incredible and haunting Dartmoor
National Park where it’s well worth spending a few hours exploring. From Dartmoor you can reach the M5 at Exeter in under an
hour, where it’s back to the real and work on the Monday. Or, if
you’ve got a bit more time, you can head down to Exmouth where
we start our South and South East Coast route (as seen on page 38).
While we provide you with a set route to stick in your SatNav and
a list of places to see and roads to ride, we encourage you to divert
from it whenever you want to discover your own version of Britain.
We’d love to see what you find, so make sure you get in touch.
The South West route described herein is one of the most enjoyable weekend tours that I’ve ridden and there’s barely a bad
road to be travelled with each area providing incredible views and
fascinating locations to experience. We did the ride in the middle
of January, so for the most part we had the roads to ourselves. I
have no doubt that in the summer months they’ll be heaving with
caravaners, so expect big crowds in peak season.
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the route
Stick these waypoints into your SatNav to be taken
as near as damnit to the TomTom South West Coast
weekend route...
The route below is also available to download so
you can stick it straight on your SatNav. Simply visit
www.bit.ly/SouthWestWeekender and you'll be taken
to the Adventure Bike Rider Forum, where your
download is waiting for you.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Minehead
Lynmouth
Bude
Newquay
Portreath
St. Ives
St. Just

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Porthcurno
Penzance
Lizard
St Austell
Princetown
Dunsford
Exminster

Ilfracombe

LYNMOUTH 2
MINEHEAD 1

Barnstaple
Bideford

Tiverton

BUDE 3
Okehampton

EXETER

DUNSFORD 13

Tintagel

Launceston

EXMINSTER 14

A30

A38

12 PRINCETOWN

Padstow
Bodmin

Torquay

NEWQUAY 4
PLYMOUTH

11 ST AUSTELL

A30

PORTREATH 5

Truro

ST IVES 6
7 ST JUST
9 PENZANCE

Falmouth

8 PORTHCURNO

10 LIZARD
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See:

Hell's
Mouth

Just a few miles north west of Camborne sits Hell’s Mouth, a set
of atmospheric and dramatic sea cliffs on the South West Coast.
We obtained permission of the landowner to ride our bike up to
the cliff for the photo you see here, so make sure you stick to the
carpark across the road when you visit. Standing on top of the
cliffs, it’s hard not to get drawn into a trance as you watch the
waves crash down on the peaceful, sandy beach below and it’s a
scene that could occupy the eyes and mind for hours at a time.
There’s a cafe in the carpark, so take the opportunity to get a drink
and a bite to eat before continuing on to St. Ives.

See:

St Michael’s
Mount

If you arrived in Penzance in the dark, then awaking to see St
Micheal’s Mount in Mount’s Bay is a special occasion. The tidal
island is a civil parish that’s linked to the small town of Marazion
by way of a man-made causeway that’s only passable between mid
and low tide. A prominent castle and chapel can be seen adorning
the highest point of the mount and it was once the official residence
of Lord St Levan. You can take a trip to the mount either by walking
across the causeway when the conditions allow or hopping on a
boat when the route is impassable. However you do it, it’s a worthwhile and intriguing stop as you prepare for your last day of riding.
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Discover:

Dartmoor

A ride to the South West wouldn’t be complete without a visit to Dartmoor National
Park. The high moorland is capped by many
high granite hilltops, known as tors, the highest of which rises
621m above sea level. The area has so much fascinating history and
I fully recommend making the most of your visit here by taking
some time to explore the many tarmac veins that make their
way across the desolate moorland. The roads are exciting to ride
(though there seems to be a lot of badly placed man holes and low
speed limits) and a visit to Dartmoor Prison museum in Princetown is a must. The weather up here can be pretty nasty, so make
sure you’ve got the right kit. From Dartmoor it’s a short ride to
Exeter and the M5, the finishing point of our weekend ride.
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Discover:

Land’s End

If you were expecting Land’s End to be an
impressive and dramatic end-of-the-world
type place, you’d be forgiven for being disappointed, but once you get over that, it’s a great place to explore.
It’s been commercialised, and you’ll find a hotel and tourist centre
there, but if you venture inland a bit you’ll find some fascinating attractions. A few miles to the south you’ll find the Telegraph
Museum in Porthcurno, a museum that chronicles the history of
the village as a centre for advanced technology. In 1870 the quiet
and sleepy Porthcurno Valley became the centre of global telegraph
communications when the first undersea telegraph cable was
connected to Bombay (Mumbai), some 5,000 miles away. Exploring
this otherworldly area of England is as enjoyable as it is interesting.

DISCOVER B RITAIN

Ride:

Porlock to
Lynmouth

The first recommended road to ride comes right at the beginning of the route. While the A39 runs as far south as Newquay, it
is the section between Minehead and Lynmouth that is not to be
missed. The tarmac hugs the dramatic coastline, and as it rises out
of Porlock and into Exmoor, you gain 400m in less than two miles,
giving extremely steep gradients of one in four and some hairpin
bends that wouldn’t look out of place on an Alpine pass. Once the
summit of Porlock hill is reached, the riding becomes faster and
the road rises and falls, twisting and turning with each new hill
crest presenting a view more stunning than the last.

RIDE:

St Ives to
St Just

After navigating the streets of St Ives you’ll make your way
west on the B3306, also known as the West Cornwall Coast Road.
This is a stretch of tarmac that is so enjoyable you’ll want to turn
around and ride it again. For 13 miles it snakes along the coastline, hugging the higher ground to afford you a commanding
view of the Bristol Channel and the small farms that litter the
coastline. Occasionally you’ll pass an abandoned tin mine which
will remind you of the industrial heritage of the area. The B3306
is often voted one of the UK’s best roads and it’s an absolute joy to
ride, and the views are incredible.
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Weekend Ride:

South & South
East England

T

he emphasis of these routes is to explore this beautiful
island that we call our home by taking the roads less
travelled, and focusing on discovering the history,
culture, and natural beauty of the locations we ride
through, and with this route we’ll do just that.
We pick up this weekend route on the Jurassic Coast and it’s
not long before we’re enjoying what must be one of Britain’s most
exciting roads, The Jurassic Coast Road. The tarmac rises and falls
relentlessly as you tackle turn after turn, all the while admiring the
eye-catching scenery of the prehistoric coastline.
Upon reaching Weymouth it’s a short ride along more heavily
trafficked roads to Bournemouth, where we enter the fantastic
New Forest. It’s worth exploring this area for an hour or so and
stopping off in the excellent Sammy Miller Motorcycle Museum.
After the tranquillity of the forest, the coast becomes more built
up between Southampton and Brighton, grit your teeth and bear
the ride along the motorways and dual carriageways, getting it
done as fast as is possible. Shortly after Brighton we follow the
coastal roads once again, and get to see the magnificent chalk cliffs,
of The Seven Sisters and Beachyhead. Our first evening stopover is
in Eastborne, a few minutes away from these monolithic sea walls.
After relaxing in a fine hotel by the sea, it’s time to rise early,
as there are big distances to cover. We follow the coast to Dover,
somewhere that ABRs will probably only see as the gateway to their
European tours. If you enter the historic town from Folkestone
Road rather than the A20 you begin to see it in an entirely different
light. The surrounding rolling hills of the countryside are beautiful,
and as you pass through the port town and up the other side you’re
afforded magnificent views of Dover Castle, sitting ominously on
the hilltop behind.
The road between Dover and Manston, where we stop to see the
Spitfire and Hurricane Memorial Museum, is fantastic, and I’d recommend taking a few moments to dive down into Saint Margaret’s
at Cliffe to see the wonderful, hidden gem and watch the ferry
loads of people being taken across the Channel.
Through Sandwich we ride before reaching the fascinating museum at RAF Manston. Our ride is all but over now as we follow the
roads to Faversham, at which point we head home via England’s
favourite ring road, the M25. Alternatively, you can continue on to
Rendlesham Forest and the start of our East Coast ride, which can
be found on page 44.
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the route
Stick these waypoints into your SatNav to be taken
as near as damnit to the TomTom South West Coast
weekend route...
The route below is also available to download so
you can stick it straight on your SatNav. Simply
visit www.bit.ly/SouthEastRoute and you'll be taken
to the Adventure Bike Rider Forum, where your
download is waiting for you.

A1

M6

Leeds

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

M65
M62
M62
M1

MANCHESTER
Liverpool

Sheffield

7.
8.

M6

Exmouth
Lyme Regis
Portesham
Weymouth
Lytchett Minster
New Milton
(BH25 5SZ)
Seaford
Eastbourne

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Fairlight
Rye
Dungeness
Dover
St Margeret’s at
Cliffe
14. RAF Manston
(CT12 5DF)
15. Faversham

M1

Stoke-on-Trent
Nottingham

Derby

M6

M1

NORWICH

Leicester

Peterborough

BIRMIGHAM
Coventry
Northampton

Worcester

Cambridge

M40

Ipswich
M1
M5

M11

Luton
Chelmsford

Oxford
M25
M40

M5
M4

Bristol

M25

Swindon
M4

Reading

Bath

LONDON

M25

RAF MANSTON 14
FAVERSHAM 15

M3
M25
M3

Crawley

ST MARGERET’S AT CLIFFE 13
DOVER 12

Winchester
Yeovil

6 NEW MILTON
2 LYME REGIS
5 LYTCHETT MINSTER
3 PORTESHAM
4 WEYMOUTH
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RYE 10

11 DUNGENESS
9 FAIRLIGHT

Southampton
Portsmouth

SEAFORD 7

8 EASTBOURNE
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See:

Beachy Head

Just before our first day draws to a conclusion we ride out of Brighton and towards the
dramatic chalk cliffs of The Seven Sisters and
Beachy Head. Rising 162m out of the water, Beachy Head is Britain’s highest chalk sea cliff, and it makes for remarkable viewing as you approach it from the west before riding along it and
dropping into Eastbourne. Along the route there are numerous
viewing points where you can park up and walk out to the very
edge of the cliffs. It goes without saying that you should be careful here. These chalk sea cliffs are a perfect example of just how
beautiful Britain really can be, and no matter what the weather is
you’ll be in for an experience, with low clouds providing an eery,
haunting atmosphere.

See:

Durdle Door

It’s hard to single out any specific place
along the Jurassic Coast to see as it is riddled
with dramatic and beautiful scenery. Chesil
Beach is one such place that’s impressive to see, and our ride
offers a commanding view of it as we traverse the Jurassic Coast,
but it is Lulworth Cove and Durdle Door that must be seen. While
you can ride to the beach at Lulworth Cove, it is best viewed from
a higher vantage point, which can be reached via a short walk.
Park the bikes up and put the effort in and you’ll be rewarded
with stunning views of this uniquely shaped cove that has been
formed by over 10,000 years of erosion. Be wary that the area
around Lulworth is a very popular tourist destination in the
months of July and August.
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Discover:

Sammy Miller
Museum
Shorlty after navigating your way through Bournemouth you
enter the quieter and more peaceful New Forest. There are numerous great roads to enjoy around here, but if you’re only going
to allow time for one stop make it at the Sammy Miller Motorcycle
Museum. Located just to the north of New Milton, the museum
is home to one of the most complete and well-kept collections of
fully restored motorcycles in Europe. Inside you’ll find over 300
machines from varying eras of motorcycling, including those used
during WWII and even Sammy Miller’s own trials bikes. There’s a
great cafe on site and this is the perfect lunch stop.
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Discover:

Spitfire & Hurricane Museum
As you ride along the South East Coast of England it’s impossible
to ignore the impact that the Second World War had on the area. At
Capel-le-Ferne you pass by the Battle of Britain memorial, and as
you pass Manston towards the end of the ride, you have the opportunity to visit the fascinating RAF Manston Spitfire and Hurricane
Memorial Museum. Open between 10am and 5pm the museum
provides a glimpse into life during WWII and the opportunity
to stand side by side with a fully restored Spitfire and Hurricane.
There’s no charge to enter the museum, though donations are welcome and there’s a cafe for a quick cuppa before you blast off home.
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Ride:

The Jurassic
Coast Road

Our tour kicks off with a bang and just a few miles out of Exmouth we roll into West Bay, a beautiful seaside town that also
marks the beginning of the Jurassic Coast Road. For roughly 20
miles this stretch of tarmac takes you along the stunning World
Heritage coastline, rising and falling and twisting and turning with
the land. For sheer riding enjoyment this road is excellent, though
it’s not just the thrill that makes it such a fantastic experience. To
your right you have the dramatic coastline which, on a clear day,
provides mesmerising views across the crystal blue sea, and to the
left you have lush, green farmland rolling away into the distance.

RIDE:

Hastings to
Dungeness

After re-energising in Eastbourne you begin your ride to Dover,
but not before you follow the coast to Britain’s only desert, Dungeness. From Hastings the riding is fantastic if you stick to the less
travelled B roads. As you enter the High Weald Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty the tarmac climbs Battery Hill before dropping you
on Pett Level Road, a bizarrely flat area of farmland that has been
reclaimed from the sea. As you ride into Lydd turn towards Camber
and Dungeness and you’ll be rewarded with a great road that wriggles its way past an eerily secret Ministry of Defence site and onto
Dungeness, where an alien landscape awaits.
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Weekend Ride:

East England

F

ollowing on from the excellent ride along the south
and south east coast of England, we’re continuing
north by following a delightful route up the east coast
of the country, starting in Suffolk and ending in
Yorkshire.
The east coast of the country is one that I’ve often unwittingly
neglected in my travels. Look at a map and it can seem that the
most interesting and exciting parts of the UK are more westerly,
but I’ve been so wrong. This two-day ride takes you through picturesque English countryside, the wonderful Lincolnshire Wolds,
and the harrowingly beautiful North York Moors.
As with the other routes in this section of the guide, the emphasis of this ride is on taking the roads less travelled, focussing on
discovering the area’s history, culture and natural beauty, while
also seeking out exhilarating stretches of tarmac that’ll have you
grinning from ear to ear.
Travelling to Ipswich on the night before your intended ride
is a preferable plan of attack as the two days herein require long
days in the saddle, the first of which being an epic 280-mile ride
along the east coast of England, starting in Orford Ness and finally
coming to rest in Hull. We have plotted a slightly shorter journey
of 250-miles (on faster roads) for those who are slim on time.
Our second day is quite a bit shorter, but the northerly finishing
point means that for those living in the south it’s a long ride home.
So, we leave Hull after catching some Zs and spend the day riding
the dramatic and bleak coastline and scenery of the North York
Moors, rolling through Scarborough and Whitby (where you must
stop for fish and chips), before coming to an end in Staithes, the
picturesque hometown of the infamous Captain Cook.
This route has it all, and while you might not normally associate
the East Coast with great riding, if you follow the proposed route
you’ll find out just how enjoyable it can be. There’s plenty to see,
discover and ride, so download the SatNav file and get out there.
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Hartlepool
Middlesbrough 16

the route

STAITHES

Stick these waypoints into your SatNav to be taken
as near as damnit to the TomTom South West Coast
weekend route...
The route below is also available to download so
you can stick it straight on your SatNav. Simply
visit www.bit.ly/EastCoastRoute and you'll be taken
to the Adventure Bike Rider Forum, where your
download is waiting for you.

15 ROBIN HOOD’S BAY

14 SCARBOROUGH

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

13 FLAMBOROUGH

7.

YORK

HULL 11

M62

Rendlesham
8.
Forest (IP12 3NF) 9.
Orford
10.
Lowestoft
11.
Caister-on-sea 12.
Cromer
13.
Wells-next-the- 14.
Sea
15.
King’s Lynn
16.

Boston
Cawkwell
Caistor
Hull
Withernsea
Flamborough
Scarborough
Robin Hood’s Bay
Staithes

12 WITHERNSEA

M62

Scunthorpe

Grimsby

10 CAISTOR

Doncaster
A1

9

CAWKWELL

Lincoln
A46

A15

A1

8

NOTTINGHAM

6

BOSTON

WELLS-NEXT-THE-SEA
5

CROMER

A15

7

KING’S LYNN
CAISTER-ON-SEA 4

A1

NORWICH

LEICESTER

Peterborough

A11

LOWESTOFT 3

M1

A11

NORTHAMPTON

Bury St Edmunds

A1

Cambridge
A12

Bedford
Milton Keynes
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See:

Rendlesham
& Orford Ness
Like Dungeness from our last Discover Britain ride, Rendlesham
Forest and Orford Ness have a strange, otherworldly feel to them,
and that could be because, according to reports, beings from another planet have visited the area.
In late December 1980 there were a series of reported sightings
of unexplained lights in the forest. A U.S Colonel at the nearby RAF
Woodbridge went into the forest with some servicemen to investigate and what they found led to the area being known as the UK’s
Roswell. In the middle of a clearing of burnt trees they saw indents
in the ground that they claim were made by the UFO.

See:

Staithes
Staithes is a delightful, traditional English
fishing village on the Yorkshire Coast, and
it’s also the last stop on our East Coast tour.
The village is nestled in between the cliffs of the Yorkshire
coastline and with its cobbled streets, charming houses and
stunning harbour, is a place that’s worth exploring.
In 1745, Captain James Cook worked in Staithes as a grocer’s
apprentice, and it was here that he gained a passion for the sea.
Cook went on to become one of the UK’s most revered captains as
he made the first recorded European contact with Australia and,
as you stand on the seafront in the pretty little town, you too can
feel the sea calling you.
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Discover:

Lincolnshire
Wolds

Like Norfolk, it’s all too easy to dismiss Lincolnshire and exclude it from any plans you have. But give it a chance! Head into
the Wolds and you’ll find a charming Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty that you’ll want to spend some time exploring before
ending the first day of your ride in Hull. Like the Cotswolds, the
Lincolnshire Wolds comprise of picturesque green hills bisected
by big, open valleys, and the riding here is fantastic. The area has
a rich history and the numerous villages bear influences from the
Viking settlers that populated Lincolnshire. On a clear day, Lincoln Cathedral can be seen standing pretty in the distance.
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Discover:

Flamborough
Head

As we begin our second day in Hull it’s just a short ride to Flamborough Head, where you can find England’s oldest surviving complete lighthouse, the chalk tower which was constructed in 1669.
A modern lighthouse has since been built, but that too is a sight to
behold, as are the stunning chalk sea cliffs.
Amazingly, on 23 September 1779, the water just off Flamborough
Head saw a battle between a Franco-American squadron and a pair
of Royal Navy frigates during the American Revolutionary War and
a toposcope on the modern lighthouse was erected to commemorate the 180th anniversary of the battle.
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Ride:

North Norfolk
Coast
You’d be forgiven for thinking that it would be difficult to find
great riding roads in Norfolk with it being, on the whole, a very flat
county, but the A149 from Cromer to King’s Lynn is out to prove
you wrong. With the gorgeous coastline to the right and lush, rolling farmland to the left, the road twists and turns for just over 50
miles, passing through numerous pretty villages where the houses
and walls are handsomely crafted using local pebbles.
As you ride out of Weybourne be sure to stop off at the Muckleburgh Military Collection, a private museum with an impressive
collection of army vehicles (which you can ride for a price).

RIDE:

Cloughton to
Robin Hood’s Bay
It can be said that the whole of the North Yorkshire Moors must
be ridden, with a seemingly endless supply of fantastic roads, but
if you want a stretch of tarmac that provides commanding views of
the North Sea while also allowing you to experience the wildness
of the moorland, Newlands Road, which begins ambiguously in
Cloughton, is the starting point for a rollercoaster of a ride that
eventually takes you to Robin Hood’s Bay. The road rises and falls
with the undulating terrain and throws in some nice sharp turns
and steep hills for a bit of fun. Take some time to nip off to explore
the smaller lanes that take you to the cliff edge for fantastic views
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Weekend Ride:

North England

F

or this ride, we head to the north and north east of
England, an area of the country that typically gets little
attention from motorcyclists. Here, in the counties of
Northumberland and Cumbria, you’ll find some of the
country’s most rugged views and exciting roads.
The route proposed here is a two-day circuit, beginning in
Wetheral, Cumbria and, travelling west to east, following Hadrian's Wall to Alnwick on the north east coast of England, and then
back again through the Otterburn Ranges and Kielder Forest. This
roughly 80-mile long stage of the journey will take you through
an incredible part of the country, where the roads bisect green
rolling hills and pass through pretty little villages.
From Alnwick we head to the coast, and ride with the North
Sea over our right-hand shoulder up the Northumberland Coast
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Here the roads have the
potential to become a bit busier, but even during the summer
holidays (when we rode the route) there wasn't too much traffic.
As you ride through Shoreston Hall, Bamburgh Castle appears
on the horizon, sitting atop its rocky outcrop, with commanding
views of the land around it.
Riding underneath the imposing walls of the castle it's worth
taking a few moments to admire the building before continuing on
to the remarkable island of Lindisfarne. The island is accessed via
a tidal causeway, which gets completely submerged by the sea at
high tide, so before you make the trip here ensure you're coinciding your visit with low tide.
It's just a few miles from Lindisfarne and we call it a day in the
sleepy town of Wooler. The next morning, following a hearty full
English, of course, there are two options for you. Either spend
some time exploring the local green lanes, or head straight over to
the Otterburn Ranges. Here the riding is sublime, not because the
roads are good, but because the atmosphere of the Ranges coupled
with the striking scenery make it such a memorable journey.
From Otterburn you're deposited onto the Kielder Forest Drive,
a 12-and-a-half-mile gravel track that takes you through the
wilds of Kielder Forest. This route is easily doable on all bikes, but
take it easy if you're new to riding on gravel (it's hard compact in
most areas so you should be fine). After the forest drive it's just an
hour to the finish point back in Wetheral, and our route will take
you over the border and into Scotland. This hour-long part of the
ride is excellent, with a combination of fast, open roads and smaller country roads allowing you to test your talents. The roads here
are also eerily quiet, and you'll have them almost to yourself.
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the route
Stick these waypoints into your SatNav to be taken
as near as damnit to the TomTom South West Coast
weekend route...
The route below is also available to download so
you can stick it straight on your SatNav. Simply visit
www.bit.ly/NorthEnglandRoute and you'll be taken
to the Adventure Bike Rider Forum, where your
download is waiting for you.

EDINBURGH

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A7

Wetheral
Gilsland
Once Brewed
Otterburn
Rothbury
Alnwick
Embleton
Holy Island

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Wooler
Clennell
Byrness Village
Kielder
Newcastlenton
Roweltown
Wetheral

Lauder
A68

Peebles

8 HOLY ISLAND

A7

Kelso

Melrose

WOOLER 9
7 EMBLETON

Jedburgh
Harwick

6 ALNWICK

A68

CLENNELL 10
BYRNESS VILLAGE 11

5 ROTHBURY
A1

A7

12 KIELDER

4 OTTERBURN

NEWCASTLENTON 13

A68

ROWELTOWN 14
GILSLAND 2

3 ONCE BREWED

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

M6

Carlise

A68

1 WETHERAL

Sunderland
A1

Alston
Durham

M6

Penrith
Keswick
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See:

Hadrian's
Wall

Most people reading this will have heard of Hadrian's Wall,
the 73-mile long Roman defensive wall that was built in
122AD, but to see it in the flesh is worth this trip alone. It's
amazing how much of the wall is still intact (albeit slightly tattered) even after the rocks and stones that made up its
three-metre width and five-metre height have been pillaged
to make farmers' walls and local military roads. Our route
runs almost parallel to the relic of Roman history and in places you are riding within feet of it. To think it's nearly 2,000
years old is astonishing.

See:

Lindisfarne
On the north-east coast of Northumberland
you'll find the remarkable Lindisfarne (or The
Holy Island of Lindisfarne to give it its proper name), a small tidal
island with a recorded history dating back as far as 635AD, and
that was once the centre of Celtic Christianity in Britain. Despite
visitor numbers of over 650,000 people per year, there are only
just over 160 residents on the island. Lindisfarne is accessed via a
paved causeway which is engulfed by the North Sea twice in every
24-hour period. According to signage around the island, an average of one car per month is abandoned on the causeway when a
crossing is attempted too late. Don't get caught out, check the tide
tables at www.lindisfarne.org.uk.
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Discover:

Green
Lanes

There are a ton of fantastic green lanes to be explored around
Northumberland, so grab yourself an OS map (OL16 covers the
best lanes to the south west of Wooler) and become acquainted
with where they are. We rode the Cup and Ring green lane, which
can be started in Dorridge, another with a lovely ford crossing just
to the east of South Middleton, and then a fantastic trail that takes
you up and over a low mountain pass, beginning in the village
of Ingram. All of the lanes mentioned can easily be ridden on big
adventure bikes on road tyres, but only in the dry. They have a lot
of grass on them and will become very slippery when wet!
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Discover:

Otterburn
Ranges

Out of all of the places I have visited in the UK, there are few that
have the ability to inspire awe as much as the Otterburn Ranges.
Home to the UK's largest military training area, riding through this
wild and desolate land is like being transported to a different planet.
There's a true sense of isolation out here, and while the roads may
not be fast, they offer some of the most captivating riding in the
UK. Access to the range is restricted during certain times, usually
denoted by a red flag flying at the entrance. Visit www.bit.ly/otterburn to see when access is restricted. The place is so spectacular I
would suggest planning your route around these times.
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Ride:

Kielder
Forest Drive

This 12 and a half mile-long gravel track is about as close as you
can get to riding the Canadian Taiga in England (legally). It stretches from Kielder Castle in the west to Blakehopeburnhaugh, directly
off the A68 in the east, taking you through the heart of Kielder
Forest, and the sense of remoteness and the surrounding natural
beauty is almost overwhelming. The track is doable on any bike and
is one of England's highest roads, reaching over 450m in altitude.
The scenery along the way is incredible, while the excitement of
driving on a 12-mile long gravel trail should satisfy most adventure
bikers' thirst for off-road adventure.

RIDE:

Otterburn
to Alnwick

It's hard to pick out any single stretch of road from this route
that should be ridden above all others, but the section from Otterburn to Alnwick, along the B6341 stands out as being one of
the most enjoyable, picturesque rides of the weekend. The tarmac rises and falls with the lay of the land, and when cruising
at top altitude the views are simply stunning. As you approach
Alnwick you'll catch your fi rst glimpse of the North Sea in the
distance. We also noticed that this road seemed to be relatively
untravelled, but the best part is that, when you get stuck behind a slowpoke, there are numerous overtaking opportunities.
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Weekend Ride:

North west
England

S

tarting where we finished off in on the North and North
East ride, in Wetheral on the outskirts of Carlisle, it’s
not long before we’re exploring some of the UK’s most
beautiful scenery and exciting roads. In the previous
routes (Wales and North England aside) we’ve stuck
as close to the coast as we can, but to do so on this section would
mean missing out on the wonders that await within the Lake
District. With this in mind we snake our way down through the
National Park, taking in as many iconic roads and passes as possible. Our first night sees us hunker down in Kendal, ready to begin
the next day’s journey.
Having ridden through one of the most picturesque locations on our island, you’d be forgiven for thinking that day two
couldn’t possibly live up to the high standards that have been
set. Think again, as we first head north east to the highest inn
in Britain, Tan Hill Inn. After a quick coffee the Yorkshire Dales
are yours to explore as you head south via Hawes, taking in the
beautiful Malham Cove.
To round off an excellent two days in the saddle we head west
and into the bleak Forest of Bowland, riding the roads that bisect
the wild landscape. Our ride comes to an end in Burnley, though
if you wish to continue the circumnavigation you’ll want to head
down the M6 and M56, linking on to the Wales Weekender which
kicked off our Discover Britain series on page 26. We hope you
enjoy riding these routes, we’ve had a blast mapping them out.
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the route
Stick these waypoints into your SatNav to be taken
as near as damnit to the TomTom South West Coast
weekend route...
The route below is also available to download so
you can stick it straight on your SatNav. Simply visit
www.bit.ly/NorthWestRoute and you'll be taken
to the Adventure Bike Rider Forum, where your
download is waiting for you.

Dumfries

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

A74

CARLISLE

1 WETHERAL

Wetheral
Caldbeck
Keswick
Borrowdale
Buttermere
Gosforth
Wasdale Head
Eskdale
Little Langdale
Kendal
Sedbergh

12. Kirkby Stephen
13. Tan Hill Inn
(DL11 6ED)
14. Thwaite
15. Hawes
16. Malham Cove
(BD23 4DA)
17. Bentham
18. Slaidburn
19. Twiston
20. Burnley

M6

2 CALDBECK

Workington

Penrith
A66

A66

3 KESWICK
Whitehaven

A66

5 BUTTERMERE

Brough

4 BORROWDALE

A66

KIRKBY STEPHEN 12

7 WASDALE HEAD
GOSFORTH 6

8 ESKDALE

9 LITTLE LANGDALE

A6

13 TAN HILL INN

14 THWAITE
KENDAL 10

11 SEDBERGH
M6

15 HAWES

A65

Kirkby Lonsdale

Barrow-in-Furness

BENTHAM 17

Morecambe

A65

16 MALHAM COVE

Lancaster

SLAIDBURN 18

Skipton

Fleetwood
M6

19 TWISTON

Clitheroe
Blackpool

M55

PRESTON

M65

Blackburn
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See:

Caldbeck
Common

While the temptation in the Lake District is to head to the
beautiful valleys and exciting passes of the south and middle of the
National Park, doing so would mean missing out on some of the
area’s best bits. Caldbeck Common is one such place that should be
ridden, not necessarily for the quality of its roads, but for the wild,
untamed sights you get of England’s highest peaks. Through Caldbeck, which sits on the outskirts of the National Park boundaries,
head down the B5299 (you’ll be hard pushed to pick up speed here
as you gaze in awe at the rugged scenery) and take a left about a
mile and a half before Uldale for the best sights.

See:

Wast Water
With a depth of 79m and a length of almost three miles, Wast Water is the deepest
lake in England. But it’s not what’s beneath the water that’s
worth the ride. Surrounding the lake are some of England’s
most beautiful fells, and a lonely road skirts the shores of the
water to take you, in solitude, on what must be one of the UK’s
most scenic and serene rides. As you reach the head of the
Wasedale Valley, you’ll be surrounded by some of the Lake District’s highest peaks, including Scafell Pike, England’s highest
mountain. The road into Wasdale Valley is a dead end, so you’ll
have to ride back on yourself to make the journey to Hardknott
and Wrynose, but it’s worth it.

Photo: Steve Normington
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Discover:

Honister
Slate Mine

Head south west out of Keswick, following Borrowdale Rd, and
you’ll eventually come to Honsiter Slate Mine. It’s well worth putting some time aside to explore the many attractions here, including a trip into the underground slate mines. For those looking for
something a bit more extreme, the mine is also home to one of the
UK’s only via ferratas, a series of metal cables, rungs and ladders
that will take you up the exposed face of Fleetwith Pike. Getting
back to the bike you’re rewarded with the ride up Honister Pass
and along Crummock Water. Visit www.honister.com for more information, as well as prices for the various tours that are run there.
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Discover:

The Lancaster
Witches Trail
Nearing the end of our ride we enter the Forest of Bowland, an
area of desolate moorland and gritstone fells. There are only a few
roads that take you through here and you won’t be disappointed
with any of them. The area and the adjoining Pendle Hill have a
rather dark past when, in 1612, 10 women were executed on the
moors after they were accused of being witches. The trial became
one of England’s most famous witch trials and in remembrance
of the women who were put to death, you can now follow the
Lancashire Witches Driving Trail, which takes you on the route the
Pendle Witches took when they were sentenced.
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Ride:

Hardknott &
Wrynose Pass
No tour of the Lake District would be complete without a ride of
two of Britain’s most famous passes, Hardknott and Wrynose. With
inclines of up to 30% on Hardknott, these two roads link Little
Langdale in the east with Eskdale in the west, meeting at Cockley
Beck in the middle. Hardknott is often regarded as Britain’s most
challenging pass due to the sharp bends and steep inclines, and
it was described by iconic author, Alfred Wainwright, as a “heart
stopping series of sharp and narrow hairpin bends”. Reaching
393m, they may not be able to offer the altitude of the Alpine passes, but they certainly compete when it comes to enjoyment.

RIDE:

The Yorkshire
Dales
It seems that you can’t take a bad road in the Yorkshire Dales.
Buttertubs Pass is a superb route that takes you from Simonstone to Thwaite, and Jeremy Clarkson called it “England’s only
truly spectacular road”. I’ll disagree with Clarkson there because
throughout our weekend route you’ll be tackling some of the epic
stretches of tarmac in England, and it’s hard to pick a best road out
of the bunch. The climb up Tan Hill on the northern boundary of
the Dales is also one of the best. As you rise up to the crest of the
hill you’re afforded sublime views across Yorkshire and sitting on
its lonesome at the top is Britain’s highest Inn, Tan Hill Inn.
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DISCOVER
YOUR NEXT
ADVENTURE
CHOOSE YOUR CHALLENGE
No computer available to pre-plan your adventure? Don’t worry
you can also find the most exciting winding roads and climbs
on your device. Select how challenging you want the windiness
and hilliness: low, mid and high. Your sat nav will do the rest of
the work so you can enjoy the adrenaline fuelled fun.

FIND A STOP ALONG THE WAY
Want to make a stop? Tap the screen to find nearby hotels,
restaurants and more. With over 1,000 preinstalled motorcyclefriendly points of interest, you’ve got the tech you need for
adventure. Do you have what it takes to go explore?

+650 Meeting +500 Hotels
Points

+100 Biker
Museums

+100
Mountain
Passes

Visit : www.tomtom.com/rider
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DIS COVERY ROUTES

Lake District, p74
Yorkshire Dales, p70

Peak District, p66
Snowdonia, p90

Cotswolds, p86

South Downs, p82
Dartmoor, p78

A

fter we had the joy of plotting a circumnavigation of England and Wales, we started to
think about how else we could explore the UK.
Speaking to so many Adventure Bike Rider
readers, it became clear that there was a lot of
love for the discovery aspect of our rides and the suggestions
of things to see and do along the route that weren’t just roads.
It also became clear that the issue most riders have isn't
'how do I get to Mongolia?', it's 'where shall I go for a ride
this weekend?' So, a key aspect of these particular Discovery
Routes was that they had to be easily doable in the confines of a two-day weekend. And they are. Leave work on a
Friday with your SatNav loaded up, overnight near the start
of the ride, and spend the rest of the weekend exploring on
two wheels. Bliss. To make things easier for you, we've also
provided links for each route's gpx. download (see 'SatNav
Guide' box outs).
When it came to deciding where these routes would be
based, there was only one choice in my mind. They would
focus on the national parks and areas of outstanding natural
beauty in the UK. Why? Because the UK's designated areas
hold a special place in my heart. They're beyond beautiful,
they're packed full of interesting history and lore, and the
roads that criss cross them form the perfect foundation for a
British adventure ride.
With our mission clear, we teamed up once again with
TomTom to bring you this inspiring series of Discovery Routes.
Our Home Nations are incredibly fascinating lands, and you
don’t need a passport or a lot of money in your bank account
to ride them, so what are you waiting for?
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Discovery RouteS:

The Peak
District

F

or this route we’re heading to an area of England that
I have a particular fondness for, the Peak District.
Situated smack bang in the middle of the country, the
Peak District was the UK’s first ever designated national park, and given its location it’s easily reachable
for a lot of riders. Combining stunning scenery with tantalising
roads is what this place is about, though you’ll probably want to
avoid peak times if you want to miss most of the traffic.
Our route starts just outside of the national park in the village of
Bosley, reached easily via junction 17 of the M6. From here we embark on a 139-mile long ride around the best roads of the national
park, including the famous Cat and Fiddle and Snake Pass. The
route takes in eight interesting attractions, such as Lud’s Church,
a mystical chasm that has acted as a hiding place for legendary
British figures throughout history, and viewpoints, like Monsal
Head which is said to provide one of the most stunning views in
the Peak District.
So, without further ado, I give you the first TomTom Discovery
Route of this guide to motorcycling in the UK.
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the route
Enter the following waypoints in your SatNav and
you’ll follow, as near as dammit, the ABR route. NB:
The route below is also available to download so
that you can stick it straight in your SatNav. Simply
head to www.bit.ly/PeakDistrictDR and you'll be
taken to the Adventure Bike Rider Forum, where
your download is waiting for you.

1.
2.
3.

Bosley
Lud’s Church
Cat and Fiddle
(SK17 6TT)
Rainow
Fernilee
Buxton
The Heights of
Abraham
Chatsworth

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

GLOSSOP 15

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Monsal Head
Bakewell
Eyam
Edale
Hope
Hayfield
Glossop
Derwent
Reservoir
17. Hathersage

DERWENT RESERVOIR 16
A624
A57

Little Hayfield

14 HAYFIELD
EDALE 12

A6013

13 HOPE

Bamford

17 HATHERSAGE

Bradwell

Chapel en le Frith

5 FERNILEE
A623
A5004

4 RAINOW
MACCLESFIELD

11 EYAM
3 CAT AND FIDDLE

A537

6 BUXTON

A621

10 MONSAL HEAD
Ashford in the Water
A5270

Wildboarclough

Pilsley

A6

BAKEWELL 9

A54

CHATSWORTH 8

Flash

1 BOSLEY

A515

2 LUD’S CHURCH

Wincle

A6

Longnor
Middleton
A53

Hartington

Matlock
A5012

HEIGHTS OF ABRAHAM 7

Leek
Alstonefield
A515
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Lud’s Church
Forgive me for starting off this motorcycling route with a
two-mile walk, but hey, it's worth it and Lud’s Church is reward
enough for the short trek, as it’s one of the most mystifying and
enchanting places I’ve come across. Created by a huge landslip,
Lud’s Church is a remarkable and impressive chasm between vertical rock walls that is over 100m long and 18m deep. It is said that
the mossy walls of Lud’s Church have acted as a safe hiding place
for such legendary figures as Robin Hood and Friar Tuck, while
Bonnie Prince Charlie is also believed to have hidden here to evade
authorities. Called such because it was a secret place of worship for
the Lollards during the 15th century, this place is well worth the
calories expended to reach.

the remarkable
lud’s church

Cat and Fiddle
The A357, more commonly known as the Cat and Fiddle, needs
little introduction to most bikers, and while the thrilling road
between Buxton and Macclesfield was lined with average speed
cameras in 2010 (50mph limit) it still provides a fantastic ride
for motorcyclists willing to stay within the law. Known for the
impressive views of the surrounding national park and Greater
Manchester conurbation, along with numerous twists and turns,
the Cat and Fiddle has become one of the UK’s most popular roads.

winding roads
by mam tor

Heights of Abraham
The Heights of Abraham is a remarkable historic park and
garden on the summit of Masson Hill that’s reached via a cable car
from the valley floor in Matlock Bath. There’s plenty to do here
if you have the time to spare, including guided tours around the
impressive cavern systems that have been used for mining lead
since the Roman times, as well as the spectacular viewpoint of
the Tinker’s Shaft, from which you can look over the dramatic
Derwent Valley below you.

Chatsworth House

the heights of abraham
viewed from matlock bath

Home to the Duke and Duchess of Devonshire, Chatsworth
House is a wonderful stately home set amongst 1,000 acres of
stunning parkland that offers a full day of playing around if culture’s your cup of tea. We’ve not got that long to spare if we’re to
finish this ride in a day, so explore the grounds a bit, and we’ll be
on our merry way.

Monsal Head
Largely reputed to be one of the best views in the Peak District
(and that’s saying something), Monsal Head is easily reached from
our route. From the carpark, you have commanding views of the
lush, green Monsal Dale below you, which is perfectly accompanied by a beautiful Victorian viaduct. Spend a few moments to
soak in the picture-perfect view before hopping back on your bike
and heading to the slightly less romantic Eyam Plague Village.

the home of the duke
and duchess of devonshire

Eyam Plague Village
One of the best things about riding in the UK is the sheer volume of historical landmarks you’ll pass, and there are so many
on this route that it’s hard to choose any one over the other. Eyam
Plague Village is one of the most interesting, though. Back in 1655,
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when bubonic plague was running riot across Europe, villagers in
Eyam chose to isolate themselves from the rest of the country after
falling ill, rather than infect anyone in the neighbouring towns
and villages. A quarantine was set up around the village and the
boundaries can still be seen today.

Peak Cavern
eyam
plague village

“Dare you take a walk into the notorious ‘Devil’s Arse’?” reads
the sales pitch on the Peak Cavern website, before going on to describe the amazing experienced you can have there. No, this isn’t
some strange demonic fetish club, it’s one of the Peak District’s
most fascinating and impressive cave systems, known also as the
Devil’s Arse due to the noises that come out of it when flood water
is draining away! Hilarious name aside, Peak Cavern has the largest cave entrance in Britain, and it was home to some of England’s
last remaining troglodytes, who moved out in 1915.

Winnats Pass
exploring the
caverns of the devil’s arse

We recently voted Winnats Pass as one of our top 10 scenic rides
in the UK, and as you ride out of Castleton on this route you’ll see
why. It’s a relatively short ride at 4.3 miles, but it’s an absolute
beauty of a road that slices through the heart of a dramatic valley
with almost vertical rock walls rising from the side of the tarmac.
The road is steep in places, and it’s often busy, but don’t let that put
you off experiencing this gem.

Snake Pass

the majestic
winnats pass

As we near the end of the ride, our route takes you down a road
that needs little introduction – Snake Pass. Taking you from the
market town of Glossop to Ladybower Reservoir, this incredible
14-mile long stretch of tarmac offers some of the most engaging
riding of the journey so far. It rises immediately out of Glossop
onto a high moorland plateau, where the views are magnificent,
before twisting and turning its way along a wooded valley, finally
spitting you out (no doubt grinning from ear to ear), by Ladybower
Reservoir. Be sensible as it’s a popular motorcyclist’s haunt and
police patrol it frequently.

Derwent Reservoir

fun to be had
on snake pass

ridingCAPTION
along
derwent reservoir
CAPTION

Just before you reach the end of Snake Pass, you’ll see a road on
your left that follows a body of water away from Ladybower Reservoir. Follow the easy-to-ride gravel road that skirts the shores of
Derwent Reservoir and you’ll reach a dead end after a few miles.
Why have we taken you up here? Because it’s an incredible part of
the Peak District from both a scenic and historical point of view,
for it is where the 617 squadron practiced their low-level flying for
their Dam Buster raids in Nazi Germany during World War Two.

Little John’s Grave
This route reaches its terminus in Hathersage, a small village
roughly 10 miles south-west of Sheffield. On first inspection, the
place merely looks like a pretty Peak District village, though it’s
actually where Little John, of Robin Hood fame, is buried if you
believe the stories. You’ll even find a grave bearing his name,
though the original headstone is too weathered and worn to be
legible (so in reality, it could be anyone).

www.tomtom.com/rider
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Discovery RouteS:

Yorkshire Dales

F

or this ride, we head to the Yorkshire Dales to complete
a scenically stunning route that's one of the best I’ve
had the pleasure of compiling.
I went into this ride almost blind. I’d done my
research about what I wanted to see, visit and ride in
the Yorkshire Dales, but I looked at as few images as possible while
I was doing it. I wanted to be surprised by the route, and boy, was
I, and in the best way possible. The scenery that this 182-mile long
route takes you through is quite simply spectacular. There are
moments where you feel like you’re the only person around for as
far as the eye can see, and I often found myself mentally comparing
the vast, open moorland with the impressive prairies in Colorado.
It’s not just the views that are worth travelling for, either. We
headed up to the Yorkshire Dales on what was one of the busiest
weekends of the summer. The sun was shining and the M6 was
chocca with people trying to get away for a few days. Despite a bit
of traffic around Kirkby Lonsdale, I was amazed at just how empty
the place was. On Buttertubs Pass, which is surely one of the best
mountain roads in England, I could have counted the number of
other vehicles that I saw on one hand.
Over the next few pages we’ve proposed two routes for you to
head off and ride. Route one will be doable in a single day, while
route two, which is effectively an extension of the first, will be best
tackled over two days as it’s 189 miles long. Done this way, you’ll
have plenty of time to explore the various attractions that line the
way, and also be able to make the most of one of the UK’s most
beautiful national parks.
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the route
Enter the following waypoints in your SatNav and
you’ll follow, as near as dammit, the ABR route. NB:
The route below is also available to download so
that you can stick it straight in your SatNav. Simply
head to www.bit.ly/YorkshireDalesDR and you'll find
the one-day and two-day routes to download.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Kirkby Lonsdale 11.
Gawthrop
12.
Hardraw
13.
Keld
14.
Kirkby Stephen 15.
Tan Hill
(DL11 6ED)
16.
7. Reeth
17.
8. Hawes (DL8 3RN)
9. Settle
18.
10. Malham
19.

NORTH PENNINES
AONB

Arncliffe
Pateley Bridge
Lofthouse
Fearby
Brimham Rocks
(HG3 4DW)
Blubberhouses
Bolton Abbey
(BD23 6AL)
Barden Tower
Skipton

KIRKBY STEPHEN 5
TAN HILL 6
A685

M6

4 KELD
7 REETH

A683

Sedbergh

3 HARDRAW
8 HAWES

A684

GAWTHROP 2

Aysgarth

Leyburn

Dent

A68

YORKSHIRE
DALES NATIONAL
PARK

FEARBY 14
1 KIRKBY LONSDALE

Ingleton

11 ARNCLIFFE

FOREST OF
BOWLAND AONB

NIDDERDALE
AONB

PATELEY BRIDGE 12

A65

SETTLE 9

LOFTHOUSE 13

15
BRIMHAM ROCKS

10 MALHAM

18 BARDEN TOWER
A65

16

BOLTON ABBEY 17

BLUBBERHOUSES

SKIPTON 19
A65

Ilkley
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Devil’s Bridge
Our ride begins at a popular meeting point for bikers on the
outskirts of the Yorkshire Dales. Devil’s Bridge can be found just
outside Kirkby Lonsdale, and on Saturdays and Sundays parking
is for bikes only. Here, riders turn up by the dozen to chat before
heading off into the dales for a day of great riding. If the chance
to natter with other two-wheeled enthusiasts isn’t enough, then
perhaps the promise of breakfast from the on-site van that sells
sausage and bacon butties will get you going!

Buttertubs Pass
Jeremy Clarkson once said that Buttertubs Pass is the “only truly
spectacular road in the United Kingdom”, and while I’ll have to
disagree with that statement (I can think of over 10 spectacular UK
roads right off the bat), I couldn’t agree more with the sentiment.
As our route takes you through the slower-moving B roads of the
Dales, we pass Hardraw before taking a left and following Cliff Gate
Road, which forms Buttertubs Pass. Within a mile or so, the road
rises abruptly, and you are afforded incredible views behind you
(there’s a layby you can pull over in if you want to soak it up). On
cresting the pass, you’ll see the ribbon of tarmac before you, writhing its way down a valley wall to the small village of Thwaite. After
riding this, you’ll want to turn around and do it again, and again.
During our trip, despite it being a prime weekend in summer, we
passed one other bike on this road, so go and enjoy it!

Devil’s bridge

the curves of
buttertubs pass

Tan Hill Inn
Riding up to the Tan Hill Inn, you could be forgiven for thinking that you’d just been transported to the great plains of the US.
Stretching out as far as the eye can see is desolate, uninhabited
moorland, and a type of sprawling openness that you wouldn’t
think was possible in a country that’s often claimed to be ‘overcrowded’. The only other sign of human activity is the A66 carrying traffic in the far distance. The ride up here is incredible, and
you can savour it all with a bite to eat at the Tan Hill Inn, which
also happens to be the highest pub in Britain. The Tan Hill Burger
is a delight, though you’ll have to be pretty hungry to finish it.

the highest
pub in britain

Wensleydale Creamery
By the time you get to Hawes you’ll be wanting to take a little
break, and a wonder around the Wensleydale Creamery is a great
way to recharge. This is the home of the world-famous Wensleydale Cheese, and on the Yorkshire Wensleydale Cheese Experience
you can get a fascinating insight into how the cheese is produced.
The gift shop also serves up some delicious ice cream.

B6255

stoppin’ for
some cheese

Immediately after leaving Hawes, hopefully with your panniers
full of cheese, you’ll head down the B6255, and pass a sign that’s
a morbid indicator of the riding quality of a road. For roughly 12
miles, we follow the B6255 south and its excellent mix of sweeping
corners, ups and downs and incredible views will have you totally
immersed in the riding experience. As far as roads go in the UK,
this short stretch has to be up there with the most enjoyable and,
like most of the places in the Yorkshire Dales, I was surprised by
how empty it was on what should have been a busy weekend. The
temptation here is to twist the throttle and gun it, but please ride

the b6255 is a
fantastic biker road
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sensibly, that sign at the start of the road is there for a reason, and
while there aren’t any speed cameras, I was told by a local that
unmarked police often patrol the route.

Ribblehead Viaduct
majestic views
of ribblehead viaduct

the remarkable
brimham rocks

you won’t go
hungry on this route...

the deadly
bolton strid

Riding the B6255 is enough to keep anyone happy but throw
in a brilliant view of Ribblehead Viaduct as well and you have a
stunning finish to this road. The B6255 actually carries on south
to Ingleton, but we take a left opposite the Ribblehead Viaduct
with the town of Settle in our sights. A long layby lies on the side
of the road just before this turning, affording a stunning view of
the mammoth railway bridge, and it’s worth a stop if only for a
few seconds to soak in the beauty (you can grab a burger from the
food van as well if you’re hungry). The viaduct was constructed
between of 1870 and 1875 and it carries the Settle-Carlisle Railway.
Running for 400m with a height of 32m, the structure casts a
beautiful silhouette against the bleak mountains. But such beauty
and impressiveness did not come without a cost, and during the
construction of Ribblehead Viaduct over 100 men died, and the
railway paid for an expansion of the local graveyard.

Brimham Rocks
OK, we cheated a bit and our ride around the Yorkshire Dales
leaves them for a bit to enter the Nidderdale Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, but we just couldn’t miss it out. If freaky nature is
your thing, you’ll love Brimham Rocks, and if it’s not, then you’ll
still enjoy the chance to see some remarkable balancing rocks.
Park up in the carpark and take the short walk into the National
Trust owned area where you’ll see a collection of wonderful rock
formations that have been sculpted by glaciers, wind, and water
over the course of millions of years. Brimham Rocks has been in
the news fairy recently, and for the wrong reasons. In June of 2018,
some not-so-smart people thought it’d be fun to topple one of the
320-million-year-old stones, smashing it to pieces.

The Strid
Nearing the end of our route we ride past the ruins of Bolton
Abbey, an Augustinian monastery which was built in the 12th
century. The abbey is a wonderful attraction in itself, but just a
short walk along the River Wharfe will have you standing next to
what is reputed to be Britain’s most dangerous stretch of water,
the Bolton Strid. Here, a seemingly docile section of the River
Wharfe is said to have a 100% fatality rate for those who fall into
its waters. The reason being, the Strid is deep, no one knows for
certain how deep, and as the River Wharfe narrows to fit through
the small rock gully, the force of the water has carved out many
underwater nooks and crannies. Couple that with the ferocious
underwater currents and you’ve got a stream you don’t want to fall
into. The 100% fatality rate might be a bit overexaggerated, but the
mysterious beauty of the Strid is worth the visit.

Green Lanes
off-roading
CAPTION
in theCAPTION
dales

The Yorkshire Dales is home to a good selection of trails for all
levels of riders. We’ve featured quite a few in previous issues of
ABR magazine, and if you fancy adding a few off-road sections
into your ride of discovery it’s worth picking up and OS map and
plotting some in. You’ll want to grab OL2, OL19, and OL30 to cover
the whole national park.
www.tomtom.com/rider
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Discovery RouteS:

Lake District

F

or this route, I travelled a 146-mile loop of Cumbria’s
Lake District, a land of craggy mountains, glittering lakes, hushed forests and verdant valleys. This
majestic corner of north west England has long been a
favourite destination for outdoor enthusiasts, artists,
poets, and of course, bikers.
The joy of riding through Lakeland for me, is how the roads
merge with the landscape, making you feel at one with this ancient country. Whether the lake waters of Ullswater are lapping
just a few feet from your wheels, or you’re riding the steep turns
of the Hardknott Pass, a journey through the Lake District is an
unforgettable experience.
The route starts in the town of Kendal, a popular jumping off
point with visitors to the national park thanks to its location just
a few miles from the M6 motorway. The superb riding begins
straight away as the route winds its way across country on a
beautifully twisting road to Lakeside on Windemere. It then heads
north on green and pleasant country lanes to the village of Grasmere, perhaps most famous for its links to poet William Wordsworth who lived locally.
Leaving Grasmere behind, the fun really begins. Just a few miles
down the road are two of the most spectacular roads in the UK;
Wrynose Pass and Hardknott Pass. They are narrow, steep and a
huge amount of fun. Be mindful to take care as these are challenging roads requiring skill and concentration.
If you can tear yourself away from the views at the top of Hardknott Pass, the route then takes you along narrow lanes to Wastwater, a three-mile-long lake surrounded by mountains, once
voted Britain’s favourite view. From Wastwater, you’ll journey
along the edge of the Lake District before cutting back to Buttermere, a favourite spot of much-loved Lakeland author Alfred
Wainwright.
By now you’re probably feeling hungry, so a stop at the The
Filling Station Café in Keswick is in order before riding to the far
north of Lake District on beautiful open roads. The route then
swings south again with a stop at Ullswater lake, before heading to
Kendal and the end of our journey.
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the route
CALDBECK 11

M6

BASSENTHWAITE 10
Workington

A66

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Keswick
Whitehaven

BUTTERMERE 9

WASTWATER 8

Plug the following waypoints into your SatNav to
follow the ABR and TomTom Cumbria Discovery
Route. NB The following route is available to
download so that you can stick it straight into your
SatNav. Simply head to www.bit.ly/CumbriaDR and
you'll be taken to the Adventure Bike Rider Forum
where your download is waiting for you.

GLENRIDDING 12

Kendal
Bowland Bridge
Lakeside
Grasmere
Elterwater
Wrynose Pass
Hardknott Pass

8. Wastwater
9. Buttermere
10. Bassenthwaite
11. Caldbeck
12. Glenridding
13. Kendal

GRASMERE 4
ELTERWATER 5
6 WRYNOSE PASS
7 HARDKNOTT PASS
Windermere

1 KENDAL
2 BOWLAND BRIDGE
Broughton-in-Furness

LAKESIDE 3

M6

Ulverston

Kendal

The journey begins in Kendal, a bustling market town on the edge
of the Lake District, just 15 minutes ride from the M6 motorway.
There are plenty of hotels, B&Bs, restaurants and pubs, which make
it a great place to stay overnight at the start and end of this route.
If you have time, I’d recommend a stroll around this vibrant town
and be sure to pick up some Kendal Mint Cake. This sweet treat is
famous around the world for providing outdoor lovers with an energy boost and has even been taken on ascents of Mount Everest.

crossing
the river kent

checking
out
CAPTION
lakeside pier on windemere
CAPTION

Lakeside, Windemere
Leaving Kendal behind, you’ll strike out across country on a
lovely twisting road towards Windemere. This stretch is the perfect warm-up for the day and features a couple of nice tight turns.
A few miles down the road you’ll arrive at Windermere, which
is England’s largest lake. At 10.5 miles long, this body of water is a
stunning sight to behold. Our route arrives at Lakeside Pier near
the southern tip of the lake. It’s the perfect place to grab a coffee
at the café next to the water and watch the ferries cruise the lake
waters. You may even see a steam engine from the Lakeside and
Haverthwaite Railway arrive.
www.tomtom.com/rider
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Grasmere
The 17-mile ride to the picturesque village of Grasmere winds its
way through gently rolling hills on single-track roads. As you travel
further north, the landscape gets hillier and you’ll catch glimpses of
the mountainous terrain synonymous with the Lake District.
Grasmere village is perhaps most famous for its links to the
English poet William Wordsworth. Born in nearby Cockermouth, Wordsworth and his sister Dorothy lived in Grasmere at
Dove Cottage, where he wrote his much-loved poem ‘I Wandered
Lonely as a Cloud’.
The village itself is a popular tourist spot with plenty of gift
shops and places to eat. I’d recommend a stop at Sarah Nelson’s
Grasmere Gingerbread shop which has been making gingerbread
locally since 1854. It’s certainly tasty and is great to pop in your
pocket for a treat later in the day.

that’s some
good gingerbread

Wrynose Pass
This is where the riding hots up. Up until now we’ve had an
extremely pleasant ride through rolling countryside, picturesque villages and verdant forests. However, the Lake District is
famous for its mountainous terrain and Wrynose Pass is our first
experience of that.
Leaving Grasmere, make sure you take the direct route
through Elterwater, rather than backtracking through Ambleside. After a few miles, you’ll start the climb up Wrynose
Pass. Approaching from the east, it’s an enjoyable climb along a
single-track road that meanders rather than twists up the valley
side. It’s not technically challenging but you’ll need to keep your
wits about you for oncoming traffic.
At the summit of the pass is a small parking area where you
may be tempted to stop and take photos of the road you’ve just
ridden. However, a couple of bends further downhill and you
are met with a spectacular view of the road curving down into
the valley floor below. If you stop for pictures, ensure you find
somewhere safe to pull over.

Hardknott Pass
At the bottom of Wrynose Pass you’ll cross over a small stone
bridge and begin your ascent of Hardknott Pass, one of the most
challenging roads in the UK. The one-in-three gradient feels a
steeper climb than the Wrynose Pass, most likely due to a few
switchbacks that will have you throwing your body to the side of
your bike for balance.
While Hardknott Pass has a notorious reputation, it really is
a lot of fun and an enjoyable test of your road riding skills. It’s a
narrow single-lane road hardly wide enough for two cars to pass
in some sections, so be mindful of drivers looking at the view
rather than the road.
As you crest the pass from the east, you are rewarded with
a magnificent view of the Lake District in all its glory. I’m sure
hikers and mountaineers would argue there are better views to be
had, but for a biker, the sight of Hardknott pass wiggling its away
into the valley below is difficult to beat.

heading down
wrynose pass

awe-inspiring
landscapes on the wrynose pass

tackling the
challenging hardknott pass

Wastwater
It’s fair to say you’re not spoilt for scenery in the Lake District,
but the view sitting on the banks of Wastwater is particularly
special. A single-track road runs the length of one side of the lake,
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while on the opposite bank, scree tumbles into the water from the
steep slopes of the Wasdale Valley.
Wastwater is surrounded by some of the highest peaks in
England, including the tallest, Scafell Pike. It’s a special place and
one to get off the bike, pull out any Grasmere Gingerbread you
have leftover, and marvel at the special places your motorcycle can
take you.

Buttermere
THE MOSS FORCE
WATERFALL

where wainright’s
memorial is found

It would difficult to write about the Lake District without mentioning the author most notably associated with the area, Alfred
Wainwright. His love of the landscape led him to pen A Pictorial
Guide to the Lakeland Fells, a series of seven exquisitely handdrawn books that have inspired countless people to explore this
beautiful corner of England. A memorial to Wainwright sits in the
windowsill of the Church of St James in Buttermere looking out to
Haystacks, a favourite walk of the author.
Leaving Buttermere behind, turn left at the church in the direction of Little Town. You’ll find yourself riding along a glorious ledge
road with a valley plummeting below. A mile or so down the road
you’ll find Moss Force waterfall cascading down the hillside. A great
spot for a photograph.

The Filling Station Café
Nearing the town of Keswick, I was greedily looking forward
to a burger and coffee at The Filling Station Café, a popular biker
haunt in these parts. The drizzle was falling, and I could happily
see myself passing a contented hour indoors. However, it was gone
4pm by the time I pulled up outside the cafe, which was past closing time on a rainy Tuesday afternoon in February.
To say I was gutted was an understatement, and I cursed myself
for not riding a little faster earlier in the day. I’d heard good things
about the café from ABR Editor, Bryn, and I’ll definitely swing by
on my next visit to the Lake District.

the best biker
caff in the lakes...

Bassenthwaite to Caldbeck
The stretch of road running from Bassenthwaite Lake to Caldbeck
is in the far north of the Lake District. This area can be easily overlooked by visitors intent on exploring the better known landscapes
to the south. That’s a good thing for us bikers because it means less
traffic on open roads that provide stunning views for miles around.
One undulating stretch of the B5299 feels a little like a roller
coaster as it rises and falls beneath your wheels. The fact the road
is arrow straight is a blessing after riding so many curves. It gave
my clutch hand a rest and afforded the opportunity to open up the
throttle and enjoy the scenery, soundtracked by the whine of my
Triumph Tiger 800 triple.

the open roads
north of skiddaw

the steamer
CAPTION
on ullswater
lake
CAPTION

Glenridding, Ullswater lake
The final highlight of this TomTom Discovery Route is Glenridding on Ullswater. The village sits next to the lake and is a lovely
spot to grab a coffee, soak up the scenery and replay in your mind
the brilliant motorcycle roads you’ve ridden all day.
If you’re feeling active, there are a selection of water sports going
on including kayaking, swimming and sailing. For those of you
feeling less energetic, a cruise on an Ullswater Steamer will provide a view from the water of the stunning fells surrounding the
lake, before you head back to Kendal and the end of the ride.
www.tomtom.com/rider
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Discovery RouteS:

Dartmoor

D

artmoor. A place name that conjures up images of
wilderness, myths, legends and wild weather. This
national park, which consists of nearly 370-square
miles, is the largest, wildest area of open country in
the south of England and is scattered with archaeological interest and unique scenery. It is also used to train and test
UK military troops to their limits in the extreme conditions.
Much of it is sodden bog land that is reputed to be dangerously
capable of swallowing a horse, its rider and hat in one go! There
are ghost stories too, some of which should specifically concern us
motorcyclists. Around 1910 on the B3212 near Postbridge, drivers
and cyclists reported incidents where they said their vehicle had
been violently jolted or made to swerve off the road as if something had taken hold of it. In 1921 Dr EH Helby, a medical officer for
Dartmoor prison died when he lost control of his sidecar outfit and
then, a couple of months after this, an Army Captain on a motorcycle claimed a pair of hands had taken hold of him and forced his
motorbike off the road. Never mind the Hairy Bikers, these stories
lead to the notorious myth of The Hairy Hands. Don’t let this put
you off though, because nowadays Dartmoor really is a great area
to explore by motorcycle.
One January morning, suffering from cabin fever after what felt
like weeks of foul weather, I decided to head off on this route of
discovery before daylight, from my home in Bridport.
Despite the forecast for a fairly cold day I had not anticipated the
sub-zero start, nor the biting north east wind.
As soon as I hit the A382 towards Moretonhampstead, I thought I
might have made a serious misjudgement. Numerous streams had
flooded across the roads and then had frozen where the salt had
been washed away. There was ice across the road on almost every
corner through the shadowy woodland. I had perfectly rational
visions of dropping my recently acquired and still shiny GS before I
even reached any moorland!
It was thoughts of the sunny day that I felt must surely materialise that kept me going (very carefully) until I climbed out of the
woods up to Hound Tor, where the roads finally dried out. Progressively the clouds blew away culminating in a magnificent sunset at
the spectacular Brent Tor by which time I was utterly smitten!
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the route
Enter the following waypoints in your SatNav and
you’ll follow, as near as dammit, the ABR route. NB:
The route below is also available to download so
that you can stick it straight in your SatNav. Simply
head to www.bit.ly/DartmoorDR and you'll be taken
to the Adventure Bike Rider Forum where you'll find
the one-day route download waiting for you.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Moretonhampstead
Lettaford
Haytor Vale
Widecombe in the Moor
Buckland in the Moor
Ponsworthy
Postbridge
Princetown
Tavistock
Mary Tavy
Brentor

A30

Fingle Bridge

A382

Chagford
Okehampton Range
Danger Area

Lydford

1 MORETONHAMPSTEAD

Willsworthy Range
Danger Area

North Bovey

LETTAFORD 2

Manaton

Merrival Range
Danger Area

Hennock

7 POSTBRIDGE

Bovey Tracey

3 HAYTOR VALE

WIDECOMBE IN THE MOOR 4
9 TAVISTOCK

B3193

B3212

11 BRENTOR
10 MARY TAVY

B3212

Two Bridges

PRINCETOWN 8

PONSWORTHY 6

5 BUCKLAND IN THE MOOR

B3212

Ashburton

Horrabridge

A38

Yelverton

Buckfast
Buckfastleigh

Shipley Bridge

Totnes
South Brent

A386

Ivybridge
PLYMOUTH

A38
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Hound Tor
From Moretonhampstead, I turned off the B3212 after the
Miniature Pony Centre towards Hay Tor, and this was the fi rst
of the many characteristic Dartmoor granite outcrops (tors)
that I came across as I entered the park. It dominates the skyline with its strange sculptural forms. I was happy to stretch
my legs for the short climb up from a nearby carpark. Luckily,
as it was still early, I had it to myself and scrambling to the top
of one of the large boulders I was rewarded with fabulous views
of nearby hills. Apparently, among other creative works it has
inspired both Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Hound of the Baskervilles and an episode of Doctor Who!

the sculptural
forms of hound tor

The Moor
From Hound Tor I rode up onto the high barren moorland
I always imagine of Dartmoor, the big skies, orangey brown
land dotted with various tors and a great biking road sweeping
across it all. It feels wild and exposed.

Haytor Rocks

entering the moors

I passed Saddle Tor and saw a few people already hiking the
footpath up to it. A short distance further on is Haytor Rocks,
one of Dartmoor’s most famous sights, and therefore best visited
outside high season. It is popular with rock climbers for some
quality routes. Below the rocks is the excellent Home Farm Cafe
van which has a real coffee machine. I sampled a smoked bacon
butty on granary bread with local chutney while trying to warm
up in the windy carpark. There is also an excellent little visitor’s
centre offering advice on places to see in the park.

Widecombe in the Moor
From Haytor I doubled back along the B3387 a couple of
miles and then headed towards Widecombe over a nice stretch
of moor where I saw Dartmoor ponies grazing with backs
to the wind. Dropping down towards a patchwork of stone
walled fields, it was vaguely reminiscent of the Yorkshire
Dales, and below in a hollow between hills lay Widecombe
in the Moor, a quintessential little Dartmoor village. Massive
sycamore trees dominate the village green where there is a
church, a village shop, The Old Inn and, opposite the pub, a
16th century ale house known as Church House, now owned
by the National Trust.

Buckland in the Moor

perfect place
for a bacon buttie

heading into
widecombe in the moor

At times, route fi nding is tricky in Dartmoor as occasionally there are no signposts or, when there are, they indicate the
places you aren’t looking for, but if you follow them you might
fi nd your place anyway! Far out of the reach of coach parties lies
this tiny village, and visiting it was partly just an excuse for me
to get lost in the windy narrow backlanes that give the moor

a village lost in time
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much of its special character. You pass through ancient woodland and moss-covered stone walls and glimpse thatched cottages that seem lost in time (besides the 4X4s parked outside).
In the village itself is a group of unusual thatched buildings and
a small church. It’s worth a peek inside.

the old
clapper bridge

Ponsworthy to Postbridge
Th is is a lovely by-road that I almost missed, and it climbs up
between dry stone walls and onto the high moorland again. I
rode it in the late afternoon sunshine and it was a cracking section of single-track road. At Postbridge, there is a great example
of a clapper bridge, these are renowned features of the park that
date back to medieval times. Th is one is next to the more recent
stone bridge you ride across on your way to Princetown, and
the two bridges together are very picturesque.

Dartmoor Prison
the formiddable
dartmoor prison

buckland abbey

You can see this notorious and imposing building from a
layby on the B3212, and the historic main gate from close up
by the B3357 heading through Princetown. It’s claimed the
prison is inescapable, but in the 1800s prisoners from the war
with America (no special relationship?) got through a hole in
the wall during a mutiny and then broke out of a gateway to the
market square. The commotion was quickly calmed down by
guards shooting live ammo at the escapees killing several and
wounding many. Now, it houses mainly white-collar criminals
but still has a certain reputation, probably in part due to its
austere appearance and isolated location. It’s well worth taking
the time to have a quick walk around the museum here to learn
the history of the prison, while there are also fantastic displays,
like one of weapons that have been found on inmates.

Tavistock
Th is is the largest market town in the west of the moor. It was
important in the heyday of the tin mining boom and was also
a popular agricultural market. In 1542, Sir Francis Drake who
was from the area, left here to go off to Plymouth and sail to sort
out the Spanish Armada. It has a grand town hall and plenty to
visit if you are staying for a few days rather than just passing
through as I was. Worth researching would be Morwellham
Quay Museum and nearby Buckland Abbey.

North Brentor
the church of
st michael de rupe

Way out on the western border of the National park there is
a turn off the A386 to North Brentor. As you ride along you get
glimpses of a hill in the distance out on its own. On the summit
of this 335m-high volcanic crag sits the 13th century church of
St Michael de Rupe. I thought this would be a good place to fi nish my ride through Dartmoor and watch the sunset. From the
top I could see north further into Devon, back east towards the
moors I’d travelled through, south towards the coast and west
to the setting sun. Perfection.

a fitting
end
CAPTION
to a great day’sCAPTION
riding
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Discovery RouteS:

South Downs

T

his journey took us 125 miles along the length of the
South Downs National Park, from the seaside town of
Eastbourne on its eastern fringe, to the cathedral city
of Winchester in the far west.
Having lived in London for many years, I’ve ridden
through this part of the world on numerous occasions, but I’ve
never taken the time to fully explore the South Downs. In doing so
I was reminded that you don’t need to seek out far flung places to
experience a truly wonderful motorcycle ride when national parks
like this are on your doorstep.
The route naturally splits into two sections, coast and countryside. It begins with a leisurely cruise along the south coast through
kiss-me-quick seaside resorts and along dramatic cliff tops. This
section dips in and out of the national park but is well worth the
ride to breathe in bracing sea air and marvel at spectacular views
of the English Channel.
The route then leaves the coast behind and diverts inland past
Arundel Castle, which wouldn’t look out of place in a Disney
movie, before weaving its way through picturesque countryside,
chocolate box villages and historic market towns. Just outside the
national park in the north, you’ll find yourself at the Devil’s Punch
Bowl, an impressive natural amphitheatre so named because the
Devil himself is supposed to have dug it out of the earth.
From here, there’s a smorgasbord of country lanes, villages
and towns to explore. I chose to stop and take a stroll around the
historic market town of Petersfield, before making my way to a
popular biker café for a well-deserved late lunch. Along the way,
I found some incredible roads and a steady stream of fellow riders
enjoying them on a Sunday afternoon.
It can be hard to escape the hustle and bustle of life in the South
East, so making an early start would avoid the worst of the traffic
along the route, particularly through the coastal section of the
ride. However, there were plenty of times I found myself cruising
through empty country lanes, marvelling at my surroundings and
feeling thankful I had taken the time out to explore this beautiful
part of the world. Of course, do this ride in the middle of summer and you’ll be battling through throngs of tourists, but in the
winter months Britain’s coastline takes on a unique charm that’s
worth experiencing.
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Farnham

SURREY HILLS
AONB

Tonbridge

DEVIL’S PUNCHBOWL
7
8 WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL
9
WEST MEON

Royal Tunbridge Wells
Crawley

6 NORTHCHAPEL
8 PETERSFIELD

5 PETWORTH

Horsham
Haywards Heath
Uckfield

SOUTH DOWNS
NATIONAL PARK

Waterlooville
Chichester

Lewes

ARUNDEL 4
Worthing

3
BRIGHTON PIER

EASTBOURNE PIER 1
BEACHY HEAD 2

the route
Enter the following waypoints in your SatNav and
you’ll follow, as near as dammit, the ABR route. NB:
The route below is also available to download so
that you can stick it straight in your SatNav. Simply
head to www.bit.ly/SouthDonwsDR and you'll be
taken to the Adventure Bike Rider Forum where
your gpx. download will be waiting for you.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Eastbourne Pier
Beachy Head
Brighton Pier
Arundel
Petworth
Northchapel

7.

Devil’s Punch
Bowl (GU26 6AB)
8. Petersfield
9. West Meon
10. Winchester
Cathedral

Eastbourne Pier

The journey begins at Eastbourne Pier, a quintessential English
seaside spot. Despite the fact the pier has been swept away, blown
up by a mine and suffered severe fire damage during its 152-year
history, it still retains its grandeur. I’d recommend taking a stroll
to the end of 300m structure, past the tacky arcades, to find a quiet
spot and cast your eye over the contours of the English coastline
wiggling off into the distance. If you skipped breakfast, try the
nearby Amy’s Café on Seaside Road. The avocado, poached eggs and
streaky bacon on toast are delicious, and the coffee is excellent.
great place
to start the ride

the dramatic
CAPTION
cliffs of beachy
head
CAPTION

Beachy Head
Leaving the pier behind, you’ll ride alongside Eastbourne promenade before climbing through some wonderfully tight turns up
to Beachy Head Road. At the top, be mindful of cars drifting into
your lane as drivers crane their necks to see the sweeping views of
Eastbourne below.
Just around the bend is Beachy Head, the tallest chalk sea cliff
in England towering at more than 152m. The ride may have only
just started but make sure you pull into Beachy Head car park and
take a short walk to the nearby lookout point. Breathe deep gulps of
www.tomtom.com/rider
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invigorating sea air and marvel at the spectacular panoramic views
on offer, including a glimpse of Beachy Head lighthouse. You’ll
find yourself stood next to a war memorial that pays tribute to the
110,000 aircrew of RAF Bomber Command who fought in World
War Two. Beachy Head was a major operational route outbound
from the UK for the bomber crews. Looking up, it’s easy to imagine
the roar of the aircraft engines above and the trepidation the brave
men must have felt as they cast a final look back at the chalk cliffs,
with the very real possibility they would never see home again.

Brighton beach
There’s something special about cruising along Brighton seafront, catching glimpses of the sea in between vibrant crowds
thronging the promenade. Brighton has a younger, edgier vibe
than sedate Eastbourne, and well deserves the nickname ‘London
by the sea’ thanks to its popularity as a day trip destination and a
more permanent location for people moving out of the Capital.
It would be easy to spend the entire day exploring Brighton with
its independent shops, cafes and bars, and iconic landmarks like
the Royal Pavilion, an exotic palace built in the heart of the city.
However, there is still a long way to ride on this route of discovery, so I’d recommend parking up in one of the motorcycle bays
on the seafront to the west of the pier and finding a spot to eat an
ice-cream on the pebbly beach. It’s around here you would have
found the mods and rockers of the 1960s famously hurling insults
and fists at each other. Today’s beach crowd is still predominantly
young, but a lot more relaxed. It’s a place to see and be seen, where
fashionable clothes and hipster facial hair far outnumber kiss-mequick hats and deckchairs. Don’t worry about not fitting in, you
ride a motorcycle, so you’re immediately cool!

when on
brighton beach...

views from
the beach

Arundel
Our route leaves the coast behind for good at Worthing, as you
travel inland to rejoin the South Downs. Soon enough you will
be met with the magical sight of Arundel Castle and cathedral.
Both wouldn’t look out of place in a Disney or Harry Potter film,
perched atop a hill above the cosy little town. The oldest part of
the castle dates back over 1,000 years, although it was almost
completely rebuilt between the 1870s and 1890s.
If you don’t fancy paying the £13 to £22 ticket price to look
inside the castle, then I’d suggest doing a little window shopping
at some of the marvellously eccentric shops dotted throughout
the town. My favourite was Kim’s Bookshop which attempted to
attract passing trade by placing fascinating tomes such as ‘Birds of
the Czech Republic’ and ‘Chinese Bamboo Carving’ in its window.
Boasting equally stunning architecture, Arundel Cathedral is
almost as impressive as the nearby castle and is worth taking a few
peaceful minutes to look inside. The route passes by it on the way
out of town.

The Devil’s Punch Bowl
The ride from Arundel at the southern edge of the South Downs,
through the villages of Petworth and Northchapel to the north
showcases why this is such a special part of the world. As you
follow the A283, you can drink in intoxicating views of rolling hills
stretching to the horizon, ride through gloriously sun dappled tree
tunnels, and pass by beautiful villages that make you proud to live
in this green and pleasant land.
The road takes you north towards the intriguingly named Devil’s
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the devil created this
landscape, apparently...

Punch Bowl, which sits just outside the South Downs National Park.
Legend has it that the Devil himself created this natural amphitheatre by scooping out great mounds of earth to hurl at the Norse God,
Thor. These days it is a haven for walkers, runners and nature lovers
keen to enjoy the spectacular scenery. It’s the perfect spot to park up
and stretch your legs by following one of the walking routes signposted throughout the area. There are also some green lanes nearby
if you fancy some off-road action on two wheels.
If, like me, you’re feeling less energetic at this stage of the ride,
take a seat at the café and enjoy a coffee and a piece of cake. I highly
recommend the chocolate and cherry brownies.

Petersfield
Almost at the centre of the South Downs is the sleepy market
town of Petersfield which dates back to the 12th century. At its
heart is a market square where you can park your bike outside the
Post Office and relax in one of the pubs or cafes dotted around the
edge. If you fancy swapping two wheels for two oars, half a mile
walk away is Petersfield Heath and Pond where you can rent a
rowing boat and enjoy splashing around on the water.

william III statue,
petersfield

where bikers flock,
good grub there must be

Loomies Moto Café
You can tell you are nearing Loomies Moto Café by the gradual increase in motorbikes on the road. The restaurant has been a
popular biker haunt for more than a decade. It’s surrounded by
fantastic motorcycling roads that offer some of the best riding in
the South Downs.
The car park is often full of motorcycles of all styles and it’s the
perfect place to talk bikes with friendly, like-minded folk amid
the shrill of high-revving sports bikes and the guttural throb of
Harley-Davidson V-twins.
Chances are you’ve worked up a hunger by now and Loomies is
the perfect place to vanquish it. The café serves up excellent hamburgers and gut-busting breakfasts. If your waistband can take it,
I’d suggest the Loomies Burger, made from prime Aberdeen Angus
beef and served with house special Loomies chutney. It took me a
while to get back on the bike afterwards but it was worth it.

Winchester Cathedral

winchester cathedral

WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL'S
CAPTION
MAGNIFICENT
NAVE
CAPTION

The final few miles take you along more glorious country lanes.
While there are plenty of places to get your knee down, I found
myself easing off the throttle and enjoying cruising through the
countryside, stopping every so often to soak up the views.
If you have a SatNav with a winding roads setting (like the TomTom Rider 550), it will take you along a series of single-track lanes
that skirt the edges of fields and pass by farmyards. While none
of the route is off-road, I did enjoy the feeling of venturing off the
beaten track, stood up on my footpegs as my bike slithered over a
surface of mud and loose gravel.
All too soon, countryside gives way to an urban landscape and
you find yourself navigating through Winchester. It isn’t a particularly large city, but what it lacks in size, it makes up for in history
– once being the ancient capital of England.
The finishing point of this Discovery Route is Winchester Cathedral, the most famous local landmark. The cathedral is one of
the largest in Europe and its location has been used as a place of
worship since the seventh century. It is also the last resting place
of English novelist Jane Austen, her grave becoming a pilgrimage
for literature lovers throughout the world.
www.tomtom.com/rider
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Discovery RouteS:

Cotswolds

I

n a world where we’re constantly bombarded with images
showing us just how good they’ve got it abroad when it
comes to motorcycling, it’s all too easy to forget about
what we’ve got in our own back gardens. Admittedly,
ABR is almost entirely based on providing you with inspiration on where in the world you should ride, and our Facebook
page is full of epic photos from around the globe, but recently I
wanted to take some time to really appreciate the fantastic locations we have right here.
With that in mind, we’ve set about creating a series of routes
that take in the most visually beautiful areas of the UK, providing you with an itinerary so that you can make the most of your
ride. In this issue, we headed to the Cotswolds, the UK’s largest
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, to take in the wonderful
roads, views and culture of this charming part of England. The
Cotswolds is world renowned for its pretty towns and villages,
with the buildings made from distinctive honey-coloured limestone drawing crowds year-round, and the rolling hills that are
contained within the boundaries have been inspiring writers,
poets and composers for centuries.
This route has been designed to be doable in a single day, making it perfect for when you come to the weekend and fancy going
on a ride that’s a bit different from your usual route. With this in
mind, there are certain areas of the Cotswolds that we haven’t
shown any love to, and if you’ve got more than a day to spare I’d
fully recommend diverting away from the route when you see
something that piques your interest. In particular, I’d recommend heading south from Cirencester until you reach Bath, visit
the beautiful spa town and then head north towards Wotton
under Edge where you can join us again by Cheltenham.
The route proposed on the next page is 142 miles long and
should keep you occupied for a full day while you also get some
off-bike time exploring on your feet.
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the route
Enter the following waypoints in your SatNav and
you’ll follow, as near as dammit, the ABR route. NB:
The route below is also available to download so
that you can stick it straight in your SatNav. Simply
head to www.bit.ly/CotswoldDR and you'll be taken
to the Adventure Bike Rider Forum where your gpx.
download will be waiting for you..

1.

Burton Dassett
Hills
2. Kineton
3. Winderton
4. Little Rollright
5. Burford
6. Cirencester
7. Colesbourne
8. Painswick
9. Birdlip
10. Winchcombe

Warwick

11. Guiting Power
12. Bourton on the
Water
13. Lower Slaughter
14. Snowshill
15. Broadway
16. Chipping
Campden
17. Burton Dassett
Hills

A46

M40

Stratford-upon-Avon

BURTON DASSETT HILLS
KINETON

1

2

A429

Pershore
Evesham

3 WINDERTON

A44

16
M50

BROADWAY

A46

CHIPPING CAMPDEN

15
A429

14

SNOWSHILL
A44

Moreton-in-Marsh

LITTLE ROLLRIGHT
10

4

A424

WINCHCOMBE

M5

Chipping Norton

GUITING POWER

11

Stow-on-the-Wold

13

CHELTENHAM
A40

A44

BOURTON ON THE WATER

LOWER SLAUGHTER

12

A436
A429

A417

9

8

BIRDLIP

7

COLESBOURNE

A40

BURFORD

5
A40

PAINSWICK

A429
A417

CIRENCESTER

6
Lechlade on Thames
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Burton Dassett Hills

OK, while they’re not actually in the Cotswolds, it’d be criminal for me not to include these beautiful hills in this route. Being just a short ride away from junction 12 of the M40, this is a
great start and fi nish point for many. With a height of 203m (eerily 666ft), Burton Dassett Hills rise abruptly from the relatively
flat land below, allowing for spectacular views on a sunny day.
Soak them in, then mount your steed for the ride that awaits.

views from
burton dassett hills

Sun Rising Hill
There are a number of hills in the Cotswolds that feature
brilliantly fun, sweeping hairpin bends, and the fi rst you
come across will be Sun Rising Hill. OK, it’s no Alpine pass,
but it’ll certainly have you smiling. Sun Rising Hill is next
to Edgehill, the site of the infamous fi rst battle of the First
English Civil War in 1642. Locals claim to occasionally hear
spectral battle noises, and ghostly apparitions in the shape of
soldiers have also been sighted.

roads that
were made to be ridden

Rollright Stones
I’m fascinated by relics of times gone by, and the Cotswolds
are full of them. The standing stones of Rollright are particularly fascinating to visit. Comprised of three ancient monuments;
the Whispering Knights, the King’s Stone and the King’s Men,
the Rollright Stones were apparently erected some 5,000 years
ago. With all three sites easily reachable via a very short stroll
from the road, they’re well worth a quick stop.

Burford and Cirencester

views from the
summit of fish hill

Two delightful Cotswold settlements, the second of which,
Cirencester, was founded in Roman times under the name
Corinium Dobunnorum. Take some time to marvel in the
wonderful architecture as our route takes you through their
beautiful hearts.

Chedworth Roman Villa
You’ll need to take a small diversion of a few minutes from
our route between Cirencester and Colesbourne to visit this
Roman Villa that dates back to the second century. Considering the age of the place, what remains is in incredible condition, including fascinating mosaics, and they’re all displayed
brilliantly. You’ll not want to stop for too long, but Chedworth
Roman Villa is well worth your time.

perfect
cotswold countryside

Cleeve Hill
As you ride out of Cheltenham, heading north, you’ll start
to ascend Cleeve Hill. As you get higher and higher, the views
over Cheltenham and Gloucester open out, and as you rise further still you’ll be treated to a world class view of the Malvern
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exploring the green
lanes of the cotswolds

Hills in the distance. Hop off the bike and take a short walk to
the summit of the hill, and on a clear day you’ll be rewarded
with a view that stretches over 90 miles.

Sudeley Castle
Shortly after ascending Cleeve Hill, you’ll ride through
Winchcombe and see signs for Sudeley Castle. If you’re making
good time, take a diversion to see the beautiful and fascinating castle. Th roughout the grounds you’ll fi nd many exhibits
containing relics from Roman times to the present day. Interestingly, Sudeley Castle is the only privately-owned castle in
England to have a queen buried on its grounds. Katherin Parr,
the last of Henry VIII’s wives is entombed in the 15th century
church here.
the entrance
to sudeley castle

Bourton on the Water
No ride through the Cotswolds would be complete without
some fish and chips in Bourton on the Water. You’ll no doubt
be feeling peckish by the time you ride through this stunning
Cotswold village, so park up with the rest of the bikers (there’s
always loads) and grab yourself some well-earned grub. A
favourite of mine is Windrush Fish and Chips, it’s a bit pricey
(nearly £20 for two cod and chips and two cans of pop), but I
haven’t had fish and chips this goodaway from the coast before.
Try and check out the Cotswold Motoring Museum while you’re
here too.

bourton on the water

broadway tower

Fish Hill and Broadway Tower
As we near the end of our route it’s almost as if we’ve saved
the best for last. Fish Hill is as close as you’ll get to a mountain
pass in central England. Heading out of Broadway you take the
last exit on the roundabout and begin your approach to the
hill. The road opens up into two lanes for those going uphill,
and you’ll soon enter a series of wide-open, sweeping bends
that were seemingly made for bikers. It’s a shame that the
police don’t agree, as they’re often waiting on the fi rst corner
for over-enthusiastic motorists, so bear that in mind and ride
sensibly. At the top of the hill, turn right and make your way to
Broadway Tower, which you will have seen standing pretty for a
few miles now. From the top of this elegant folly you’ll have epic
views across England, being able to see into 16 counties.

Green lanes

the cotswolds are strewn
CAPTION
with gorgeous greenCAPTION
lanes

If you’ve ever been to an ABR Midlands Rally, or the Adventure Bike Rider Festival, you’ll know that the Cotswolds is home
to a plethora of easy-going green lanes that add an element of
adventure to the picturesque countryside. Before you head off
on your ride, grab yourself an OS map for the area and plot out
a few of the green lanes. Most are easily doable on big adventure
bikes, but make sure you ride within your limit.
www.tomtom.com/rider
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Discovery RouteS:

Snowdonia

L

ocated in the north-west of Wales and home to the
country’s highest mountain, Snowdon, Snowdonia
is a land fraught with legends, myths and incredible
scenery. From the stomping grounds of the legendary
King Arthur and his knights to some of the UK’s most
beautiful valleys, the national park is full of intrigue.
Fortunately for us, dissecting the 823 square miles of Wales’ first
national park is a network of roads that transport over 3.6 million
tourists a year across the mountainous terrain. With figures like
this, you can expect the main thoroughfares to be heaving with
traffic in peak times, but venture off the beaten track and you can
find mile upon mile of deserted, lonely mountain roads which the
majority of visitors either don’t know about, or don’t care to drive
down (their loss).
The 200-mile long route that we have plotted here, and which is
available to download from the ABR forum (check out the link in
‘The Route’ box out), takes us on a circuit of Snowdonia, starting
and finishing on the enchanting shores of Lake Vyrnwy. Along the
way, we’ll visit the ancient capital of Wales, Machynlleth (pronounced Mack-un-cleth), the legendary Beddgelert and, of course,
the route takes you around Snowdon, providing you with stunning
views of the imposing peak.
This route has been designed to be ridden in a single day, though
there’s no denying it’ll be a long one. That being said, you’ll be
enjoying yourself so much that you’ll lose all perspective of time,
and when you roll back onto the shores of Lake Vyrnwy you’ll be
wondering where the day went. To make the most of the ride, and
to avoid rushing, unless you live within easy reaching distance
of the national park, I fully recommend rooming up in the Lake
Vyrnwy Hotel & Spa. This luxurious hotel overlooks the reservoir
with world class views, the rooms are supremely comfortable and
the food is exactly what you’ll crave after a long day of riding, plus
there’s not much better in life than relaxing on the terrace with a
cold beer while looking over the serene landscape below.
So, you’ll need to put Llanwddyn, located on the south eastern
side of the lake, into your SatNav to reach the start point of this
route. Mankind’s contributions to Snowdonia, and indeed the
rest of the country, haven’t exactly been the best when it comes to
adding to the scenic delights of a location, with big mines scarring
the landscape (as you’ll see in Blaenau Ffestiniog) and seemingly
pointless walls cutting up the land, but we’ve done pretty well
with Lake Vyrnwy.
Before the 1880s, River Vyrnwy flowed through the base of the
valley all the way to the River Severn, and the small village of
Llanwddyn sat at the head of the dale. Today you’ll find a beautifully constructed dam that was built and designed by a chap called
Dr George Deacon in order to create a reservoir that could supply
Liverpool with fresh water. It was proposed that in order to build
the dam, the small village had to be sacrificed, and so the reservoir
flooded Llanwddyn, and the beautiful lake was created.
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DIS COVERY ROUTES

Llandudno

the route
Enter the following waypoints in your SatNav and
you’ll follow, as near as dammit, the ABR route. NB:
The route below is also available to download so
that you can stick it straight in your SatNav. Simply
head to www.bit.ly/SnowdoniaDR and you'll be taken
to the Adventure Bike Rider Forum where your gpx.
download will be waiting for you..

A55

Bangor

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

7 BETHESDA
8 CAERNARFON
LLANBERRIS

Llanrwst

Tryfan

9
Glyder Fawr

Llanwddyn
Dinas Mawddwy
Machynlleth
Aberdyfi
Beddgelert
Capel Curig
Bethesda

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Caernarfon
Llanberris
Betws-y-Coed
Bronaber
Bala
Llanwddyn

6 CAPEL CURIG
A5

10 BETWS-Y-COED
Snowdon
A470

BEDDGELERT 5

A487

Portmeirion
SNOWDONIA
NATIONAL PARK

12 BALA

BRONABER 11
A470

Dyffryn Ardudwy

A494

1 LLANWDDYN
Dolgellau
Barmouth

2 DINAS MAWDDWY

Penygadair

Corris

A489

3 MACHYNLLETH

4 ABERDYFI
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We follow the southern coast of the lake for its length, before
branching off to ride a small single-track road up Eunant Fawr
valley which leads to the boundary of Snowdonia National Park.
Speed isn’t on the agenda here as the small road twists and turns
as it gains altitude, and you’ll have to dodge suicidal sheep as they
dart out in front of you. The riding is glorious for a few miles before
you crest a ridge and one of the most impressive valleys in the United Kingdom reveals itself below you, the beginnings of the Dyfi
Valley, which eventually forms the Dyfi Estuary.
Here the road converges with Bwlch Y Groes, the Pass of the Cross
(also known as Hellfire Pass), a wonderful mountain road that is on
a pilgrimage route between north and south Wales. Interestingly, it
was also here where the old Austin Motor Company, Triumph and
BSA used to test their vehicles out, checking the brakes on the way
down and the gear box on the way up. At the T-junction we turn
left. If you were to head right you’d eventually emerge by Lake Bala.
After following the road for a few miles you’ll pass through a
non-descript collection of houses in a place called Abercywarch.
On your right you’ll notice a signpost pointing to ‘Cwm Cywarch’
and a dead end sign. I imagine a lot of people simply carry on past
this turning, thinking that there’s nothing of note up the lane, but
I would recommend you do the opposite and take 20 minutes or so
to explore. The road takes you down a beautifully isolated valley
to a car park at the end of the dale where you can read about the
significance of the place. I’ve heard that this valley was, technically
speaking, where the industrial revolution in Britain began. Here,
lead was mined extensively from the mountains, though there’s
little evidence of it today save for a few pretty stone buildings,
including the mining company’s headquarters.
Back on route and we pass through Dinas Mawddwy before
joining the fast flowing A470 to Machynlleth. While this route is
called the Snowdonia Discovery Route, this section is outside the
boundaries of the national park, but it’s a necessary journey, and
an enjoyable one at that. Machynlleth is known as the ancient
capital of Wales, and while it has never officially been called a capital, or even a city, it was here that the last Welsh prince of Wales,
Owain Glyndwr, held Welsh Parliament in 1404. It’s a great place to
stop for a brew, so take the opportunity to do so.
From Machynlleth we head towards the coast, hanging a left
after crossing the Dyfi bridge. If you’ve got the time and interest,
take a short diversion to the right to visit the Centre for Alternative
Technology, an eco-centre that demonstrates sustainable living
methods. Further down the road still, is King Arthur’s Labrynth, a
fun attraction where you can explore an underground river while
discovering more about the story of the legendary British leader.
Back on track we ride the A493 towards Aberdyfi. Now, this
road has the potential to be an absolute delight, or a nightmare.
It’s popular with slow driving tourists and vehicles far too large for
the tight twists and turns, but we’re not on it for too long because
when we reach the seaside town of Tywyn we head inland on
the brilliant B4405. Seemingly hidden from the caravan trains of
the coastal roads, this delightful, fun route takes you through a
beautiful valley and along the shores of Lake Mwyngil before you
join the A487 and begin the ascent up the valley wall at the foot of
Cadair Idris, a mountain which was once said to be the seat of a
giant called Idris.
The mind can wander as you journey through a land so rich with
history and legend, and before long we’re rolling along the Aberglaslyn Pass and into Beddgelert, a village that got its name from
a tragic story of mistaken identity. As the story goes, in the 13th
century, there was a Welsh prince, Llewellyn the Great, who had a
trusty hound called Gelert. One day, Llewellyn went out hunting,
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leaving Gelert at home along with his son and heir. Upon returning
to his abode, he was greeted by an enthusiastic Gelert who was
smothered with blood.
Sensing something was amiss, Llewellyn also discovered his
son’s cot overturned, bedclothes scattered everywhere, blood on
the floor and no baby to be found. Thinking that Gelert had slaughtered his son, Llewellyn thrust his sword into the dog’s side, and
as Gelert let out one final yelp, the sound of a child crying filled the
air. Llewellyn searched and found his son unharmed, but next to
him lay the body of a huge wolf which Gelert had slain. The prince
was filled with remorse, and it is said that he never smiled again,
and just a short walk from Beddgelert you’ll find Gelert’s Grave, a
stone monument which marks the resting place of the poor pooch.
While the story of Gelert’s untimely death is a tragic one, testing
of the cairn at the site of the grave revealed that it had been built
200 years ago, and it appears that it was made up by a chap called
David Prichard who owned the Royal Goat Inn (now the Royal
Goat Hotel) as he wanted to attract more tourists to the area – and
what a stunning job he did. As well as visiting Gelert’s grave, when
passing through Beddgelert make sure you stop at Glaswyn Ices for
some of the best ice cream you’ll taste.
Just past Beddgelert you’ll begin your ascent up the A498 where
you’ll be treated to a magnificent view of Snowdon’s imposing
south face to the left. The temptation is to head left and towards
Llanberris when the three roads converge at the top of the pass,
but carry on towards Capel Curig, and our next stop is the mighty
mountain of Tryfan, which is best approached from the east.
The A5 provides a short respite from the slow, singletrack lanes
that you’ve just been riding on, and within a few minutes you’ll
see the formidable peak of Tryfan approaching on your left. With
its classic shark-fin look, this is the only mountain on mainland
Britain that you cannot walk to the top of, every route of access requires either climbing or scrambling. On the top of the peak you’ll
be able to make out two stone monoliths, so perfectly placed that
it’s hard to imagine that they weren’t put there by design, that have
been nicknamed Adam and Eve.
Onward from Tryfan we continue our ride down the A5, the
mountains rising dramatically from both sides of the road. This
area of Snowdonia is magnificent, and your neck will be strained as
you admire the immense scenery.
From Bethesda you’ve got two options. If you’re running out of
time head down the A4244 and join the A4086 which will take you
up the spectacular Pen Y Pass, at the summit of which you’ll find
the most popular starting point for an ascent of Snowdon. If you’ve
got time to spare then you can continue to Caernarfon to see one of
the most formidable, beautiful and well-preserved castles on British shores, Caernarfon Castle. From here our route almost doubles
back on itself, taking you up Pen Y Pass as well.
The day is nearly done, but there are still some fantastic roads to
be ridden, so from Betws-y-Coed we head down the fast-flowing
and fun A470, briefly travelling through the mining scarred hole in
the middle of the national park, before turning off up an unclassified country road that will take you to Bala. This 13-mile stretch of
road between Bronaber and Llanuwchllyn is not to be missed, and
despite riding it on one of the busiest days of the year, we didn’t
pass a single car along the way.
From Bala, the ride to Lake Vyrnwy is equally as stunning, with
the road clutching to a deserted valley wall before depositing you
on the northern shores of the lake at which you started. It’s just a
five minute ride to Lake Vyrnwy Spa & Hotel from here, where you
can enjoy excellent food with an even better view – and if you’ve
booked yourself in for the night, a well deserved cold beer.
www.tomtom.com/rider
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20% off your TomTom Rider
Get 20% off your TomTom Rider 550 using discount code
TTRIDER19 at www.tomtom.com/rider

Make your own
adventure...

W

ell, I hope you enjoyed this TomTom Guide to
Motorcycling in the UK and can take some
inspiration from the previous pages. We’ve
certainly had a lot of fun compiling these
routes over the years, but now they’re there
for you to use to go and have your own adventures. Whether you
follow them exactly or deviate slightly, they’re there to point you in
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the right direction to the best roads, sights, and locations of the UK
to explore on two wheels.
Before I leave you, I want to say a huge thankyou to TomTom,
without whom this guide would not exist. They gave us the freedom to create these routes based on our knowledge and experience
of riding in the UK, but we couldn’t have done it without input
from the guy and girls who work at the company.
All of the routes are available to download as gpx. files so that
you can stick them in your SatNav ready for the ride (just follow the
links in each route’s ‘SatNav Guide’ box). If you do end up following
any of our journeys, I hope you’ll let us know! Drop us a message
on our social media channels (facebook.com/adventurebikerider)
or email me direct at bryn@adventurebikerider.com. And don’t
forget, use code TTRIDER19 for 20% off your TomTom Rider 550.
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